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…Your Ticket To Italy !!!

Italy and the Italian
Lakes
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Ticket to Ride Travel is an Italian Incoming Tour Operator, specialized in the Region of the Northern
Lakes, such as Lake Garda (where our office is located), Lake Maggiore, Lake Como, Lake Iseo….
Thanks to our experience and our allocations in many different 3*, 4* and 5* hotels in Italy we can
offer you the best stays at really interesting rates.
Our staff, expert and qualified, will find the better stay solutions for your individual and group clients
and will offer you the best assistance you may need.
Every trip is for us a tailormade trip, done with precision, attention and of course Passion !!
We are at your complete disposal, do not hesitate to contact us.
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Via Gramsci, 16 - 25080 Padenghe s/G. (BS) - ITALY
Tel. +39 030 9900567 / +39 030 9900497 - Fax +39 030 9903604
E-mail: info@tickettoride.it - www.tickettoride.it
3
l’Italie
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DISCOVERING LAKE GARDA
4 days / 3 nights
Lake Garda is the largest Italian lake, situated at only 30 kms from Verona, 100 kms from Milan and 130
kms from Venice : it is well placed for road, rail and air connections. Lake Garda offers a splendid natural
scenery full of colours, surrounded by the Dolomites of Brenta in the North and the gentle slopes of the
morenic hills in the South.
Day 1 : ARRIVAL LAKE GARDA
Arrival to your 3* hotel in Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : LAKE TOUR

Breakfast and departure for a full-day excursion around the lake,
discovering its nature and treasures with a local guide. Visit of
Sirmione, the fascinating peninsula called the « pearl » of the lake, and
then public boat to the northern part of the lake, arrival in Riva del
Garda, fashioned touristic place. Continuation by coach to the east side
of the lake : Malcesine, Garda, Bardolino with stop in wine cellar for
a wine tasting with typical products, in the late aftfernoon.
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3 : VERONA—MANTUA
Breakfast. Departure in the morning to Verona, the Scaligeri Town,
with the Arena, Piazza delle Erbe, Piazza Signoria, Mazzini road and
its shops. Visit of the town with a local guide.
In the afternoon continuatio to Mantua, guided visit of the historical centre : piazza Sordello, the Cathedral, the Ducal
Palace with Mantegna’s frescoes. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.

LAKE GARDA WONDERS
5 days / 4 nights
Day 1: ARRIVAL LAKE GARDA
Arrival to your 3* hotel in Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: SIRMIONE
Breakfast and departure to Sirmione, guided tour of this charming peninsula. Sirmione was an active Roman city. At the
tip of the promontory are located the Catullo’s Grottos (entrance included), a vast Roman villa of the poet Catullo. In the
afternoon free time for relax, discover and shopping. Dinner and overnight stay.
Day 3: MONTE BALDO - LIMONE
Breakfast and departure to Malcesine. Transfer by cable car to Monte
Baldo to enjoy the splendid view of the lake. Walk on one of the trails, or
visit the botanical garden. Back by cable car and in the early afternoon
small cruise from Malcesine to Limone, another picturesque village on
Lake Garda. Visit an ancient lemon tree house and taste lemon products:
limoncello, lemon cream, lemon cookies. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: MANTUA – PARCO GIARDINO SIGURTA’ VALEGGIO
SUL MINCIO
Breakfast and departure for an unforgettable day. One of the most beautiful excursions for those who love history and
nature. In the morning, guided tour of the city of Mantua, which is renowned for the splendor of its architecture and the
medieval charm of its historic center. In the early afternoon visit to PARCO GIARDINO SIGURTA’ (one of most
beautiful garden in the world)
Visit of the park on the small train. On the way back, free time in the beautiful village of Valeggio sul Mincio - Back to
the hotel for dinner and accommodation

Day 5 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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GARDENS AND FLAVOURS OF LAKE GARDA
6 days / 5 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL ON LAKE GARDA
Arrival to your 3* hotel in Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : LIMONE AND GARDONE RIVIERA
Breakfast in the hotel. This morning, day trip with your guide from the pretty town of Limone, where lemon production
has flourished for centuries. Located on the northwest side of the lake, is famous for its historic alleys and panoramic
views. Visit of the Limonaia del Castèl (a lemon tree house), 18th century
lemon plantation with more than 70 citrus trees. Tasting of limoncello,
lemon cream, citrus lemon biscuits...
Continuation to Gardone Riviera, known for its prestigious gardens.
Guided tour of the Andre Heller Botanical Garden. Founded in 1910 by
Arthur Hruska, the sheltered place and mild climate meant many exotic
species that could be planted here. The beautifully designed gardens now
belong to a foundation created by artist André Heller and feature more than
3.000 different species, Tibetan magnolias and iris primers and ferns, as well
as a range of modern art sculptures.
In the late afternoon continuation to an oil mill for visit and tasting. Will be
possible to see olive groves and discover how extra virgin olive oil is made
before enjoying a tasting of olive oil and delicious pâté. Dinner and
overnight stay.

Day 3: ISOLA DELLA SCALA – GIARDINO GIUSTI - VERONA
Breakfast in the hotel
Visit of the small town of Isola della Scala, a centre of rice crops and host of the famous "Fiera del Riso". At Riso Ferron,
you will learn about rice cultivation and production before being treated to a practical cooking demonstration as a chef
prepares a traditional risotto. You can enjoy the results for lunch with a wine tasting. Our next stop is the magnificent
Giardino Giusti in Verona - an Italian Renaissance garden that has been declared a national monument. You will see
collections of flowers, Roman ruins, fountains, mythological statues and caves, as well as its famous cypress avenue. The
terraces climbing the hill have been designed to reveal the city a little at a time until you reach the highest point where
you can enjoy a panoramic view of Verona.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 4 : PARCO GIARDINO SIGURTA’ – BORGHETTO SUL
MINCIO
Enjoy breakfast before going on an excursion to the exceptional Giardino
Sigurtà. Considered one of the most beautiful gardens in the world, it
has a wide variety of colorful plants and century-old flowers and trees.
With its features, including decorative ponds, lakes, a horizontal sundial
and a meadow, its history dating back to the 1400s and focusing on
conservation, there is much to capture your imagination.
We continue to Borghetto : this preserved medieval village is dominated
by Scaligero Castle and Ponte Visconteo, a bridge and fortified dam on
the Mincio River. Typical lunch at the restaurant
Our last stop is in a cellar in the hills, just south of Lake Garda, the 38-acre vineyard produces high quality wines. Find
out how different varieties are made and stored until they are ready for bottling before enjoying a tasting.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 5 : MALCESINE – MONTE BALDO
Breakfast in the hotel. Excursion to Malcesine. You will travel by boat to this picturesque town, which is in a charming
setting on the eastern shore of the lake, with an imposing mountain ridge behind it. Discover its cobbled streets, lined
with port cafes, pretty little squares and the historic castle.
We also include a cable car to climb to Monte Baldo for stunning views of the lake. You will have a 360 degree view as
the unique rotating cabins take you to an altitude of 1800 meters. At the top of the mountain you will discover why
Monte Baldo is known as 'The Garden of Europe' with a guide that highlights the flora and fauna here during a
fascinating walking tour.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 6 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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HIKING ON LAKE GARDA
07 days /6 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arriving late in the morning in Milan, meeting with our tour leader, and then guided tour of the historical centre with an
official guide : the Cathedral (including entrance and service ear pieces) one of the most famous and complex Gothic
buildings in the world, visit of Vittorio Emanuele II gallery, Alla Scala Theatre, via Montenapoleone, Sforza Castle (out)...
Continuation for the hotel on Lake Garda.
Continue to your 3* hotel in Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : NATURAL RESERVE IN MANERBA DEL GARDA
Breakfast in the hotel.
Meeting with our hiking guide and departure - day trip to the Manerba Natural Reserve. An evocative itinerary, without
technical difficulties, which allows you to visit the archaeological natural park of Rocca-Sasso in Manerba sul Garda (BS),
now a nature reserve, with an extension of about. 1.160.000 m2, which includes the Rocca region and the coastal strip
below, between the towns of Dusano and Pisenze, where copper-age archaeological finds have been found. The excursion
develops along the trails, between spontaneous and cultivated vegetation and some of the places where ancient human
settlements can be found.
The course is suitable for everyone and can be shortened depending on the abilities of the participants.
From the car park of Porto Dusano, we reach the small church of S.
Giorgio following the panoramic path that goes down to the lake, in
the area called Riparo Valtenesi, place of discovery dating from the
Copper Age (optional). You can go up the various scenic trails to the
Promontory de Sasso, a natural oasis of singular beauty, offering
beautiful panoramic views of Lake Garda, Monte Baldo, Garda Island
and the island of S. Biagio. Finally you go up the steep path that allows
us to reach the ruins of the castle and the Museum Rocca della
Manerba. Stop to enjoy your packet lunch and then visit of the
museum
Resuming the excursion with a short detour by the pond "Bus de la
Paul" (visit of the cave) to return in Porto Dusano or near the Hotel Splendid Sole.
Altitude difference : 250 metres
Estimated walking time : 3 hours to the museum - 1-2 hours for the return trip - 1/2 hour for the museum visit.
Packet lunch included.
Dinner and overnight stay in your hotel.

Day 3 : SIRMIONE AND VERONA
Breakfast in the hotel.
Meeting with our guide and departure for the excursion of the day - First you will visit SIRMIONE, the peninsula of
Lake Garda, including entrance to Catullo’s Grottos (remains of an ancient Roman city).
Completed the visit, boat trip from Sirmione to Garda, in the afternoon continuation for the city of VERONA, the city of
the tragic heroes Romeo and Juliet...
Visit with a local guide to the historical centre : the Basilica of San Zeno, the Arena, Piazza delle Erbe, the old castle and
the Scaliger Bridge... Dinner and overnight stay in your hotel.

Day 4 : CAMPIONE – PIEVE DI TREMOSINE – STRADA DELLA FORRA – CAMPIONE
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure with our guide for hiking tour CAMPIONE - PIEVE DI TREMOSINE - STRADA
DELLA FORRA - CAMPIONE.
Interesting and scenic excursion from Campione, a popular resort for water sports enthusiasts, such as sailing, surfing and
kite-surfing. You climb into the spectacular canyon of San Michele, with a path dug into the rock, used in the past by the
inhabitants of Tignale and Tremosine to go to work in the now abandoned cotton mills. Magnificent blooms accompany
the ascent, depending on the season : dittamo, heather, orchids, coronilla emerus... On the lawns at the end of the gorge,
you can admire the green of the olive trees.
The trail continues in a wood descent of chestnut trees to a road that leads to Pieve di Tremosine, with the beautiful church
of Santa Maria and the square dedicated to Arturo Cozzaglio, geologist and creator of the road in the ravine of the Torrent
Brasa, considered the eighth wonder of the world. Stop to enjoy your packet lunch
The you will descend along the via del Garda to the gorge road, that will cross to Campione.
Altitude difference : 400 m. Travel time : 3 hours of climb - 2 hours of descent.
Dinner and overnight stay in your hotel.
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Day 5 : PARCO GIARDINO SIGURTA’ , BORGHETTO SUL MINCIO AND MANTUA
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure with our guide to Valeggio sul Mincio to visit Sigurtà Garden : an area of 560.000 square
meters, among the five most beautiful park in the world : the blooms that follow one after the other with the seasons, the
water garden and the garden of medical herbs are only a few examples of ceous can see in the park ... walking tour with
guide of 1h45 minutes
Continuation to Borghetto on Mincio, a very nice medieval village...
In the early afternoon, you continue to MANTUA, beautiful art villas, visit with a local guide of the historical center, San
Giorgio Castle and towers (out), Ducal Palace (out), Sordello Square and the Cathedral... Dinner and overnight stay in the
hotel

Day 6 : MONTE BALDO WITH THE CABLE CAR FROM MALCESINE AND SENTIERO DEL
VENTRAR
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure with your hiking guide for this excursion :
Monte Baldo with cable car from Malcesine and the Ventrar Cannero-Carmine trail (packet lunch)
Monte Baldo is one of the most fascinating natural environments in the Alps. A wonderful terrace overlooking Lake Garda,
with views of the Venetian and Lombard foothills, the Pe Valley and the Dolomites : a paradise for hikers and
mountaineers every day of the year. You will depart from Malcesine
by the cable car to Baita dei Fortini at an altitude of 1752 meters. From
there, with a scenic path at mid-slope, you descend to the beginning of
the "Ventrar's path," including, up and down, vertical dolomite rocks
where the most interesting part of the excursion begins. The trail, bold
and exposed but always well beaten and marked, makes a series of up
and downs between the cliffs and canyons, bypassing one after the
other the many rocky pillars that "the Colma" (1750 m) extends north.
Back to the panorama point and cross the area used as a take-off for
those flying with paragliders.
Return by the cable car and visit of the medieval village of Malcesine.
Altitude difference : 450 mts walking time : 4.00 h
Typical Dinner and overnight stay in your hotel

Day 7 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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HIKING ON LAKE MAGGIORE
07 days / 6 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival in Milan in the late morning, meeting with our tour leader, and visit of the city centre with an official guide : the
Cathedral (entrance with compulsory earpieces included), Alla Scala Theatre, via Montenapoleone, Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele II, Castle Sforzesco etc...(outides)
Contintuation to your 3* hotel on Lake Maggiore. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : BORROMEAN ISLANDS
Breakfast in the hotel, departure to Stresa, where you will embark for the visit of the 3 beautiful Borromean Islands.
First one will be the enchanting Isola Bella (entrance and guided visit of its Palace included).
Continuation to Isola Pescatori, the most ancient of the 3 islands, to visit it.
In the afternooon visit of the Isola Madre (entrance and guided visit of its Palace included).

Day 3 : ANZASCA VALLEY, LA STRA’ VECIA, MACUGNAGA AND THE MONTE ROSA
Breakfast in the hotel, meeting with our hiking guide and departure for the FD hiking excursion:
Anzasca Valley-Monte Rosa: Piedimulera-Castiglione (packet lunch).
“STRA’ VEGIA”, the Muleers medieval way, entrance way to Macugnaga and Monte Rosa across the Anasca Valley.
If you need we can divide the group in 2 small groups, based on the level of the persons. For example:
1° group: Good level hikers
Altitude difference : 437 m.
Hiking time : 4 hours
Altitude maximum : 660 mt.
2° group: Normal level hikers
Altitude difference : 320 m.
Hiking time : 3 hours
Altitude maximum : 543 mt.
The Anzasca Valley is the valley through that it is possible reach the east face of Monte Rosa, the widest of the Alps in
both width and height. The valley starts at Piedimulera and continuing you reach Castiglione which for its characteristic
constructions is considered one of the most beautiful corners of the "Ossola di Pietra".
PIEDIMULERA, entrance way to the Valley that remember the real imagine of the Montain.
NOTE : it is an hiking excursion that developing though the Anzasca Valley, a balcony on the Alps with a beautiful view
on the Monte Rosa.
Packet lunch and then continuation to Macugnaga, to visit this very nice village at 1400 meters high at Monte Rosa feet.
Back to the hotel.
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4 : VILLA TARANTO AND LAKE ORTA
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure with the guide to admire the marvelous botanical garden Villa Taranto in Verbania
(entrance included).
Continuation to the Lake Orta until Pella (S. Filiberto) where you will take the boat to
the village of Orta, free time to explore this nice characteristic village.
In the afternoon transfer to the Isola of San Giulio, visit of the Roman Basilica and the
small island.
Continuation by boat to Pella.
Dinner and overnight stay in your hotel.

Day 5 : ANTIGIORO VALLEY, URIEZZO ORRIDI AND DOMODOSSOLA
Breakfast in the hotel. Meeting with the guide and departure for the FD excursion to :
ANTIGORIO VALLEY, FROM PREMIA TO VERAMPIO
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ORRIDI D’URIEZZO (A GEOLOGIC WONDER)
Descent altitude difference : 270 mts.
Hiking time : 2h30 without stops
Altitude at the departure : 800 mt.

altitude at the arrival : 526 mt.

Visit of the marvelous Roman Church in Baceno.
Walking though the ancient abandoned sheep pens and descent to Orridi d’Uriezzo Sud and arrival in the village of
Verampio
At the end of the last ice age, about twelve thousand years ago, the Toce Glacier slowly began to melt and the numerous
streams that consequently formed, began to dig, forming wonderful cavities, deep tunnels and meandering from the
walls engraved with grooves.
The Horrids are characterized by a series of large cavities separated by narrow and tortuous cunicols.
NOTE : in the afternoon stop and visit of the nice city of DOMODOSSOLA.
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 6 : FLOWERED PATH FROM CANNERO TO CANNOBIO
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure with the hiking guide for the FD excursion :
Flowered path CANNERO – CARMINE
1° group GOOD LEVEN HIKERS :
Altitude difference : 330 mts
Hiking time : 3h30
Altitude maximum : 527 mts
2° group NORMAL LEVEL HIKERS
Altitude difference : 150 mts
Hiking time : 2h00
Altitude maximum : 347 mts

Day 7 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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HIKING IN CINQUE TERRE
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL.
Arrival to your 3* hotel on Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : CINQUE TERRE NATIONAL PARK
Average difficulty / 3h30 or 5h00
Breakfast at the hotel, departure to Manarola, meeting with the guide. From Manarola you start our walk towards
Volastra, where there is the Sanctuary of the Madonna della Salute. Continuation to Corniglia observing the typical
"terrazze" used for local cultures.
3h30 walking
Then continue by foot to Vernazza admiring on the way the beautiful views on the beach of Guvano and through
beautiful olive groves. (1 hour and a 30 minutes walking)
Visit Vernazza, the only natural port of Cinque Terre, an important historic hamlet.
From there you take the train to Monterosso for a visit at the beautiful medieval village.
Lunch during the excursion (packet lunch)
Once arrived in Monterosso visit and winetasting of local products in a wine cellar.
Train from Monterosso to Manarola
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 3 : ISOLA PALMARIA / PORTOVENERE (60 KM)
Average difficulty / 3 hours of walking - 2 hours for Portovenere
Breakfast at the hotel, departure to Portovenere and meeting with the guide, in Portovenere will be the departure by
boat to Palmaria Island. Hiking to discover the island, with its flora, the remains of a military work and the activity of
the famous marble "portoro", the former fortification today Center for Environmental Education. The island is teeming
with a Mediterranean flora that characterizes the region, the blooms and, in season, very beautiful and rare orchids,
mixed
wood vegetation, landscapes of cliffs falling steeply on the sea.
You take the boat back to Portovenere, making the panoramic tour of the 3 islands : Tino, Tinetto and Palmaria
Packet lunch during the excursion.
After lunch you visit this charming medieval village, with the
Churches of San Pietro at the strategic position on its
promontory, the fortress Doria and the Church of San Lorenzo.
You also see Byron's Grotto.
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4 : RAPALLO, MONTALLEGRO, CHIAVARI
Average difficulty. Altitude difference : 600 mt
Hiking time : 4/5 hours

Breakfast in the hotel - Departure for an excursion a little unknown but very very charming. (This trail is not very
frequented but it is one of the most charming in all Liguria)

Departure to Rapallo, meeting your guide and visit this pretty town - from here you take the funicular to Montallegro The Sanctuary of the Madonna di Montallegro rises above Rapallo, 612 meters above altitude - visit of the Sanctuary free time for packet lunch.
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The walking continues across woods, chestnut trees and sloowly descent to the sea, you can admire Zoagli, Gulf of
Tigullio, and then you will reach Chiavari.
Back to the hotel.
Dinner and accommodation.

Day 5 : GENOA
Breakfast in the hotel, departure to Genoa.
Meeting with the tour guide, the itinerary will allow you to discover the city with the largest historical center in Europe,
where you will admire : Porta Soprana, the churches of Sant'Agostino (out), Santa Maria di Castello, the Torre degli
Embriaci, the church of San Donato, the Cathedral of San Lorenzo (possible entrances to be paid locally).
Continuation by coach for Rapallo In the afternoon visit to Rapallo, another renowned tourist destination, that offers visitors historic palaces and a
wonderful castle on the sea that was built to defend the city from pirates attacks.
Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 6 : REGIONAL NATURAL PARK OF PORTOFINO
Average difficulty / 4 hours
Breakfast in the hotel, meeting with the guide and departing to Santa Margherita Ligure, where you take the boat to
Portofino - visit the famous village - and from here, after, you set off on foot through Portofino Park, passing through
Pietre Strette and arriving in San Fruttuoso.
Along the route observation of the two geological formations of the park, botanical observations on the vegetation of the
small walls, the wood of holm oaks, the mixed wood, the Mediterranean flora and arrival in the village of San Fruttuoso
with its splendid Abbey dating back to the 8th century.
After visiting San Fruttuoso, return to Camogli by boat, some free time in Camogli. Back to the hotel.
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 7 : REGIONAL PARK OF MONTE MARCELLO AND LERICI
Breakfast, departure to Ameglia - here you find your hiking guide and start walking to Tellaro, another less well-known
route but among the most beautiful in Liguria.... (10 km, difficulty : easy) 3/4 hours walking, altitude difference 260 mt.
And from here you continue on foot towards Lerici - on the road you will find a very beautiful church close to the sea,
and beautiful localities.
Packet lunch - visit of Lerici. Back to your hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 8 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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DISCOVERING LAKE GARDA BY BIKE
7 days / 6 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL.
Arrival to your 3* hotel on south Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : ELEVATED BIKE LANE IN LIMONE AND EAST
SIDE OF THE LAKE (98 km, difficulty level : medium high)
Breakfast in the hotel. Collection of the bikes in Desenzano and
departure to Peschiera to explore the lake and its beauties.
(The excursions by bike can be done with a guide or with a GPS
navigator Garmin with the route already seted up.)
Boarding on a public boat : you go up the lake to the north, admiring its
coastlines, lunch on board.
Arrival in Limone, stop in this unique village, that owes its name to the
ancient lemon trees that surround it, here you can enjoy to bike on the beautiful elevated bike lane that it is more than a
cycle path, it’s a genuine tourist attraction. A 6 km route, inaugurated in July 2018, with breath-taking views directly over
the lake. Many say this is the best cycle path in Europe. Continuation by bike to the east side of the lake, stop in some nice
villages such as Malcesine, Garda, Bardolino etc.. (in case this route is too hard for the group it is possible to take a public
boat from Garda to Desenzano, in the afternoon). Delivery of the bikes in Desenzano, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3 : VERONA AND MANTUA
Breakfast and departure to Verona. Guided tour of the historical center with its Piazza delle Erbe, Piazza Signoria, the
Arena, Mazzini Street and its shops. Entrance in the Basilica of San Zeno.
Continuation to Mantua. Guided tour of the historical center with entrance in the Ducal Palace with its famous « Camera
degli Sposi » Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 4 : BIKE TOUR ON VALTENESI CYCLE LANE (63 km, difficulty level : medium)
Breakfast in the hotel. Collection of the bikes in Desenzano and departure thought the beauties of Valtenesi.
(The excursions by bike can be done with a guide or with a GPS navigator Garmin with the route already seted up.)
Departure passing thought Feniletto locality and go to the entrance of Valtenesi cycle path.
The route will unfold on the hills that form the amphiteatre of Lake Garda between villages, castles and panoramic views.
Once in Salò, there will a short but steep climb to Cisano and then take the beautiful cycle path surrounded by olive
groves that gently descents towards the wonderful gulf of Baia del Vento. You will continue to Manerba in direction of
one of the most suggestive panoramic point of the Lake : the » Rocca », a natural park overlooking the Lake.
Back to Desenzano, delivery of the bikes. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 5 : BERGAMO AND SIRMIONE
Breakfast in the hotel and departure to Bergamo. Meeting with your guide, guided tour of the "città alta", the Cathedral,
Cappella Colleoni, Church of Santa Maria Maggiore, the Battistero, Ragione Palace (outsides) ...
Continuation to Sirmione, the "Pearl of Lake Garda" to visit it with a guide. Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 6 : MINCIO CYCLE PATH (55 km, difficulty level : medium)
Breakafst in the hotel. Free time in the morning at disposal.
In the early afternoon collection of the bikes in Desenzano and departure in direction of Rivoltella, on a cycle path that
offers wonderful views of the lake.
(The excursions by bike can be done with a guide or with a GPS navigator Garmin with the route already seted up.)
You will arrive in Peschiera del Garda, famous for its sixteenth century pentagonal fortress, it is one of the most enchanting
village on the Lake. Here, along the fortfied walls, starts the cycle path of Mincio.
Thought Monzambano makes a stop in Borghetto sul Mincio a romantic and characteristic village, elected on the most
beautiful Italian villages. On the way back you will pass thouhgh the countryside of the lower lake, between Castellaro
Lagusello and Pozzolengo. Back to Desenzano, delivery of the bikes. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 7 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
WE HAVE ALSO DIFFERENT HIKING AND BIKES PROGRAMS THAT CHANGE UP TO THE HOTEL
POSITION AND STAY DURATION ... CONTACT US FOR TAILORMADE PROGRAMS FOR YOUR
CLIENTS!
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FROM LAKE GARDA TO VENICE
5 days / 4nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival to your 3* hotel on Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : LAKE GARDA TOUR
Breakfast in the hotel, meeting with the guide and departure a full day excursion to discover the lake and its beauties.
Arrival in Riva del Garda, elegant and popular place to stay.
Continuation to the eastern part of the lake : Malcesine, Garda, Bardolino with a stop in a wine cellar for a wine tasting
with local products.
Dinner and accommodation in your hotel.

Day3 : VERONA—VENICE
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure in the morning to Verona and visit with a local guide of the city of Scaligeri, with its
Piazza delle Erbe, Piazza Signoria, the Bullring, Mazzini street and its shops. Continuation by coach to Venice, till the
coach parking. Transfer for the group and the luggages by private boat to the nearest shore at the 3 * hotel in Venice city,
accommodation in the reserved rooms, dinner in the restaurant, overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 4 : VENICE
Breakfast in the hotel and full-day guided tour of Venice : the Basilica of San Marco, Piazza
San Marco, Doge's Palace, the Bridge of Sighs, the Rialto Bridge ... dinner in the restaurant
and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 5 : ISLANDS OF THE LAGOON AND DEPARTURE
Breakfast in the hotel and half day excursion by private boat to the islands of the lagoon,
visit of Murano and Burano, back to Venice. Transfer by private boat for the group and
the luggages to the aeroport. Departure.

ITALIAN LAKES : GARDA, COMO, MAGGIORE
5 days / 4 nights
Day 01 : LAKE GARDA
Arrival to your 3* hotel on Lake Garda in the afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 02 : LAKE GARDA AND SMALL CRUISE
Breakfast and departure for the guided tour of Sirmione, a very pretty lake village. By boat you will explore the villages
bordering the lake - lunch on board - arrival at the village of Riva del Garda in the north of the lake in the early
afternoon. Free time to enjoy the many shops. Departure to explore the charming villages of the eastern shore. Stop in
Bardolino for a stop in a cellar and wine tasting with local products.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 03 : LAKE COMO
Breakfast in the hotel and departure to COMO : guided tour of the city, including the Chathedral.
In the afternoon crossing by ferry to Bellagio "the Pearl of the Lake". Free time to explore this beautiful city, then take the
ferry back to Tremezzo and from here we continue by coach to Your hotel on Lake Maggiore. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 04 : BORROMEAN ISLANDS AND LAKE ORTA
Breakfast and then departure by boat to the famous Borromean Islands, with our
full day guide : visit of Isola Bella and its sumptuous baroque palace surrounded
by a terraced park decorated with fountains, statues and rare plants and after visit
of the Isola dei Pescatori. In the afternoon departure to LAKE ORTA. Descent to
Orta by small tourist train and transfer by boat to the small and romantic Island of
San Giulio ... a little free time and then transfer by small train. Dinner and
overnight stay.

Day 05 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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COMBINED TOURS OF THE NORTH
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : MILAN AND LAKE MAGGIORE.
Arrival at Milan airport in the beginning of the afternoon and meeting with the tour leader who will stay with
the group during the whole stay, panoramic tour of the city. At the end of the afternoon transfer to the 3 * hotel
on Lake Maggiore. Welcome drink, dinner and accommodation.

Day 2 : BORROMEAN ISLANDS
Breakfast and departure for a full day boat trip to the Borromean Islands. Guided tour of Isola Madre palace.
Then you take the boat back to Isola dei Pescatori to visit it. In the afternoon, guided tour of the palace of Isola Bella.
Back to Stresa, free time to visit it (depending on the available time) and return to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay

Day 3: LAKE ORTA AND VILLA TARANTO
Breakfast at the hotel. Meeting with your fd guide, and departure
to Orta. Transfer by small train from the coach park to the center.
Continuation by boat to the small and romantic island of San
Giulio, guided tour and back to Orta. Return by small train to the
coach parking lot and continuation to Verbania for the guided visit
to Villa Taranto and its botanical garden.
Dinner and accommodation in the hotel.

Day 4 : LAKE COMO—VILLA CARLOTTA—LAKE GARDA
Breakfast and departure for the excursion to Lugano and Como. Free time to explore Lugano and continuation to
Cadenabbia, where you will visit the Villa Carlotta with its sumptuous garden. In the afternoon transfer by boat to Bellagio,
visit with the guide and continuation by boat to Varenna.
Dinner and accommodation in your 3 star hotel on Lake Garda.

Day 5 : LAKE GARDA TOUR
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure to explore the lake and its beauties with a local guide. Boarding on a public boat : you go
up to the north, admiring its coastlines and having lunch on board. Arrival in Limone, stop in this unique village,
that owes its name to the ancient lemon trees that surround it, and continue to Riva del Garda, an elegant and frequented
resort. Continuation by the eastern part of the lake : Malcesine, Garda, Bardolino with stop in a cellar for a tasting of wines
and local products. Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 6 : VERONE—MANTUA
Breakfast and departure to Verona.
Guided tour of the historical center with its Piazza delle Erbe, Piazza Signoria,
the Arena, Mazzini Street and its shops. Entrance in the Basilica of San Zeno.
Continuation to Mantua.
Guided tour of the historical center with entrance in the Ducal Palace with its
famous « Camera degli Sposi »
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 7: BERGAMO AND SIRMIONE
Breakfast in the hotel and departure to Bergamo.
Meeting with your guide, guided tour of the "città alta", the Cathedral, Cappella Colleoni, Church of Santa Maria Maggiore,
the Battistero, Ragione Palace ...
Continuation to Sirmione, the "Pearl of Lake Garda" to visit it. Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 8 : DEPARTURE
Breakafsta and departure.
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THE CLASSIC .... SPLENDOUR OF THE LAKES
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : LAKE ORTA
Arrival at Milan airport, meeting with the tour leader and departure to Lake Orta.
Small train from the bus parking to the centre of Orta. Boarding by private boat to San Giulio Island, visit with the tour
leader- continuation to your hotel in Lake Maggiore, accommodation in the reserved rooms, welcome drink, dinner and
overnight stay

Day 2 : BORROMEAN ISLANDS
Breakfast in the hotel.
Day dedicated at the discovery of the Borromean Islands : departure to
Stresa, private boat to Bella Island, guided tour of the Borromean
Palace and its Gardens.
Continuation for the Island of Pescatori- visit with the tour leader. Boat
to Madre Island, a guided tour of the Palace and its Gardens. Return to
Stresa by boat, free time, dinner and hotel accommodation.

Day 3: HERMITAGE OF SANTA CATERINA—SASSO DEL FERRO
Breakfast in the hotel.
Departure to Angera, meeting with the guide, visit the Rocca and its Dolls Museum. Continuation in the afternoon to the
Hermitage of Santa Caterina, ascent and descent with lift, guided tour. Departure to Laveno, climb to Sasso del Ferro
with the funicular of Lake Maggiore (return trip)
Around 5h30 p.m. takes the public boat from Laveno to Intra, back to the hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 4 : LUGANO—VILLA CARLOTTA—BELLAGIO
Breakfast in the hotel.
Departure for a day trip to Lake Lugano and Lake Como.
Visit with your tour leader of Lugano. Continuation to Lake Como. In the afternoon, guided tour of Villa Carlotta. Crossing
by public boat from Cadenabbia to Bellagio, visit with the tour leader. Continuation by boat to Varenna, return to the hotel
on Lake Maggiore.

Day 5 : BERGAME—LAKE ISEO—MONTISOLA
Breakfast in the hotel, departure to Bergamo.
Meeting with the guide, guided tour of the city, untouched historic site located at the top of a hill.
Continuation to Lake Iseo, return public boat from Iseo to Montisola to discover with the tour leader the jewel of Lake
Iseo. Transfer to Lake Garda, dinner and accommodation in your hotel.

Day 6 : VERONA—SIRMIONE
Breakfast in the hotel.
Departure to Verona and guided tour of this city that was the scene of one of the most famous love story : Romeo and
Juliet. Continuation to Sirmione.
Meeting with the guide and transfer by small train to Catullo’s Grottos. Typical dinner in agritourism, back to the hotel
for overnight stay.

Day 7 : LAKE GARDA TOUR
Breakfast in the hotel. Day trip around the Lake Garda.
Departure from Peschiera pier for a boat cruise, going up the west coast of the lake. Arrival in Limone. From there you
will continue the Tour of the Lake. Stop in the villages most beautiful villages with your tour ledaer, (depending on the
available time).. you will see Malcesine or Bardolino... visit with tasting in a wine cellar in Bardolino. Back to your hotel
for dinner and accommodation.

Day 8 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure to Milan.
Guided tour of the historic centre with a guide, visit of Alla Scala Theatre (outside) and visit of the Cathedral (inside)
with the compusory earpieces.
In the afternoon, some free time in the street of the "fashion" and departure to Milan airport.
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LAKE MAGGIORE AND CENTOVALLI TRAIN
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1 : LAKE MAGGIORE AND LAKE ORTA
Arrival at Milan Airport and departure for the
excursion to Orta : boarding by private boat to San
Giulio Island and visit of the beautiful Roman
Basilica.
Back to Orta and free time to enjoy it.
Continuation to the hotel on Lake Maggiore, welcome
drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: BORROMEAN ISLANDS
Breakfast. Full day excursion with a local guide,
transfer by boat to Borromean Islands, Isola Bella
with its park, one of the best examples of baroque
garden and its palace, Isola Pescatori and Isola Madre, the furthest from the shores and the most suggestive.
Back to Stresa and free time, dinner and hotel accommodation.

Day 3: CENTO VALLI TRAIN
Breakfast. Departure by coach to Stresa, boarding by public boat and crossing to Locarno, lunch on board. Arrival in
Locarno and free time. At 16h00 ca. departure by train CENTO VALLI from Locarno to Domodossola, arriving around
18:00. Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: VILLA TARANTO—DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure to Villa Taranto in Verbania (entrance included), guided tour of the Villa with its gardens.
Departure.

LAKE MAGGIORE AND ITS GARDENS
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1 : LAKE ORTA
Arrival at Milan Airport and departure for the excursion to Orta : boarding by private boat to San Giulio Island and visit
of the beautiful Roman Basilica. Back to Orta and free time to enjoy it. Continuation to the hotel on Lake Maggiore,
welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: BORROMEAN ISLANDS
Breakfast. Full day excursion with a local guide, transfer by boat to Borromean Islands, Isola Bella with its park, one of
the best examples of baroque garden and its palace, Isola Pescatori and Isola Madre, the furthest from the shores and the
most suggestive. Return to Stresa and free time, dinner and hotel accommodation.

Day 3 : ALPINIA GARDEN – VILLA TARANTO
Breakfast, departure by stresa funicular to climb until jardin
Alpinia, guided tour : the garden covers an area of about 40.000
square meters and it is home to more than 1000 species of
alpine, sub-alpine and Caucasus plants, China and China
Japan. In the afternoon guided tour of Villa Taranto and its
botanical garden.
Back to the hotel for typical dinner and overnight stay.

Day 04 : VOGOGNA - DEPARTURE
Breakfast. Departure to Vogogna located in the Val d'Ossola, one of the prettiest and most characteristic village in Italy,
visit of the village and the Castle – Departure.
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LAKE MAGGIORE – WALSER TRADITION AND GOLDEN MINE
5 days / 4 nights
Day 1 ARRIVAL
Arrival in MILAN in the early afternoon, meeting with the tour leader and a local guide for a guided tour of Milan and
its historic center. You will walk to via Montenapoleone, via Manzoni, Piazza Scala and the Alla Scala Theatre, the
Vittorio Emanuele II gallery, including the Cathedral entrance. Continuation for the hotel on Lake Maggiore welcome
drink, Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : BORROMEAN ISLANDS
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Stresa. Meeting with the
guide and transfer by boat to Isola Bella, the most
prestigious of the Borromeo Islands, visiting the palace and
its terraced gardens.
Continuation to Isola dei Pescatori, the most authentic of the
Borromeo Islands. In the afternoon you will continue the
boat tour to isola Madre, the furthest from the shores and the
most suggestive. Visit to the palace and garden. Back to
Stresa, free time - dinner and overnight stay.
Day 3 THE VALLE ANZASCA WITH THE GOLD MINE, WALSER MUSEUM AND MACUGNAGA
Breakfast in the hotel. Meeting with the guide at the hotel for a day trip to Valle Anzasca, whose name derives from the
Anza River that flows along the valley. At the end of this valley is the imposing Monte Rosa. Arrival in Macugnaga for
the visit of the Gold Mine (in the mine there is always 9 degrees in summer and winter) and then in Borca for a visit to
Walser Museum. At the end of these visits back to Staffa -

Visit Macugnaga, a very cute little village that was colonized in the 13th century by the Walsers, a German-speaking
people who arrived at the foot of the Monte Rosa of neighbouring Switzerland, It is an authentic alpine village that has
not been damaged by mass tourism and which keeps intact its ancient charm. Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight
stay.

Day 4: LAKE COMO, VILLA CARLOTTA AND BELLAGIO
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure with the guide for the visit of Lake Como and the entrance to VILLA CARLOTTA
(included), elegant residence of the 17th century adorned with sculptures. You can admire the sumptuous flower garden,
green caves that are fragrant asylums from which one enjoys an admirable view of the lake.
Private boat to Bellagio small village at the end of the promontory that divides the lake into two arms. A little free time
and return to the hotel for the typical dinner and overnight stay.

Day 5: DEPARTURE
Breakfast in the hotel and departure.
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LAKE COMO SHORES AND BERNINA EXPRESS
5 days / 4 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL, MILAN
Arrival in MILAN in the early afternoon, meet with the tour leader and the local guide for a guided tour of Milan and its
historic center. You will walk to via Montenapoleone, via Manzoni, Piazza Scala and Alla Scala Theatre, Vittorio Emanuele
II Gallery, the Cahtedral (entrance included, with compulsory earpieces). Continuation to the Hotel on Lake Como,
welome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: COMO - BELLAGIO - VILLA CARLOTTA
Breakfast in the hotel. Full day excursion to discover the lake with a local guide. You'll see the city of COMO with its
historic center, the Church of S. Abbondio, the Cathedral (including entrance), the Broletto. Transfer by boat from Como
to Bellagio, the "Pearl of Come Lake". A little free time and boat transfer to Cadenabbia for the visit of VILLA CARLOTTA,
elegant 17th century residence decorated with sculptures. You can admire the sumptuous flower garden, green caves that
are fragrant asylums from which one enjoys an admirable view of the lake. Back to the hotel for dinner and accommodation

Day 3 : SAINT MORITZ AND BERNINA EXPRESS
Breakfast and departure with the guide for an excursion with the famous "train
BERNINA EXPRESS" – You reach Poschiavo (stop in Poschiavo) - here you take
the Train The Bernina Express from Poschiavo to Diavolezza, one of the most
beautiful railways in the world, Unesco World Heritage - in Diavolezza
continuation by coach to SAINT MORITZ, a luxury Alpine town in the Swiss
valley of Engadina. Free time for visit.
At the beginning of afternoon back to Lake Como with a stop in Chiavenna.
Dinner and hotel accommodation on Lake Como.

Day 4 : BERGAMO
Breakfast and departure to BERGAMO : with the funicular you will reach BERGAMO ALTA and the old town :
Guided tour of the historic center with the Cathedral, the Cappella Colleoni, the Church of Santa Maria Maggiore, the
Baptistery. Free time in the afternoon for individual visits or shopping, Back to the hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 5 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and Departure.

LAKE ISEO AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1 : LAKE ISEO Arrival in your hotel on Lake Iseo, welcome
drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : MONTISOLA AND ISEO
Breakfast. Departure to discover this green lake with a local guide.
Boat from Iseo to Montisola, Peschiera Maraglio, walking from
Peschiera to Sensole passing for the Sanctuary of the Madonna de
la Ceriola. Back by boat to Iseo.
Tour of the village and free time for shopping. Return to the hotel
for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3: ROCK CARVINGS NATIONAL PARK AND ZONE PYRAMIDS
Breakfast and departure with the guide to Valle Camonica
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The Naquane Rock Carvings National Park in Capo di Ponte is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The area covers more
than 14 hectares and is one of the most important rock complexes engraved on the site. Inside, in a splendid wooded
environment, it is possible to admire up to 104 engraved rocks.
Continuation to Zone and visit on foot from Zone, the place of the PYRAMIDES:
these creations of nature that, over the centuries, determined the birth of unique
sculptures because of the contact of water with the particular relief of the
mountain of natural morainic origin.
Dinner in a Franciacorta agritourism with typical tasting menu (including drinks).
Overnight at the hotel.

Day 4: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.

« GOURMET » LAKE GARDA WITH BERGAMO AND BRESCIA

4 days / 3 nights

Day 1: BERGAMO
Arrival at the end of the morning in Bergamo : meeting with the tour leader, with the funicular you reach the old city
BERGAMO ALTA - ... Guided tour: Bergamo is a city of art, but also a commercial and industrial center, formed by the
part "bassa" and modern and part "alta" and ancient that we will visit. Protected by the Venetian ramparts of the 16th
century, the upper city has the most beautiful monuments of Bergamo : Piazza del Duomo, the Colleoni Chapel, the
Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore, the Cathedral, Via Bartolomeo Colleoni, flanked by ancient buildings ...
Continuation to the hotel (booked in Bergamo area or its surroundings), welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay

Day 2: LAKE ISEO / FRANCIACORTA / BRESCIA / LAKE GARDA
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure to the region of Franciacorta, fascinating land,
rich in vineyards, castles and ancient cellars with a visit to a winery with tasting
of local wines. Then you continue to Lake Iseo : boat tour of the lake with a stop
at Montisola, the largest inhabited lake island in Europe, which is part of the
"Most Beautiful Villages of Italy" club. In the afternoon, walk from Sensole to
Peschiera Maraglio. Boarding on the boat back to Iseo, visit of this nice village.
Continuation to Lake Garda, the largest of the Italian lakes, deep blue ... Dinner
and overnight stay.

Day 3: BRESCIA
Breakfast in he hotel. Departure with a local guide, discover tof e city of Brescia and its most important monuments : the
Forum Square, the Capitol, Piazza Paolo VI, the old Cathedral, Piazza Vittoria., the castle, with an impressive view of the
city ...
Afternoon visit of the monastery of San Salvatore - Santa Giulia, Unesco heritage... Guided tour of the Santa Giulia
Museum. Back to the hotel. Typical dinner in a farm Night at the hotel.

Day 4: SIRMIONE - DEPARTURE
Breakfast in the hotel and departure to Sirmione.
Guided tour of the "Pearl of the Lake": private boat tour of the Sirmione Peninsula and then visit of the historical centre,
Scaliger Castle and Catullo’s Grottos: tip of the Sirmione peninsula, in a panoramic position, where there are the remains
of one of the largest Roman villas. Departure.
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THE CHARM OF VENETIAN CARNIVAL MASKS
4 Days / 3 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL, VENISE
Arrival in your hotel in Lido di Jesolo, welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : VENICE
Breakfast. Transfer by boat from Punta Sabbioni to St. Mark's Cornoldi and continuation by
foot to St Mark Square , the centre of Venice, the beautiful Italian city formed by islands
shared by many canals.
Visit with a local guide : St Mark's Square, the Cathedral, the Ducal Palace, the Rialto, the
Bridge of Sighs.... Afternoon free to enjoy the Carnival events.
Back to Punta Sabbioni by boat, and to the hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: LAGOON ISLANDS
Breakfast. Private boat trip from Punta Sabbioni to the Laguna Islands with a
local tour leader: Murano, famous for its glassware, Burano for its lace and houses with facades
Colorful. Free afternoon to join the Carnival events.
Back by boat to Punta Sabbioni and to the hotel for typical dinner and accommodation.

Day 4: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.

ESCAPE TO VENICE
3 days / 2 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival at Venice airport in the morning.
Meeting with your tour leader and transfer by boat to Venice centre.
In the afternoon guided tour of the historical centre of this "magical" city : St. Mark's
Square with entrance to St. Mark's Basilica, the Bridge of Sighs. Dinner at the restaurant, accommodation in the hotel in
Venice.

Day 2: LAGOON ISLANDS
Breakfast in the hotel
Visit with a local tour leader and panoramic tour in the islands of the Murano, Burano and Torcello lagoons.
Visit of a glass factory in Murano. Dinner and accommodation in the hotel.

Day 3: VENICE – DOGES’ PALACE—DEPARTURE
Breakfast, guided tour to the Doge's Palace and its treasures. Free time, transfer by private boat to Venice airport.

ESCAPE TO VENISE
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival at Venice airport. Meeting with the tour leader and transfer by boat to the centre. In the afternoon guided tour of
the historic centre of this "magical" city: St. Mark's Square with entrance to St. Mark's Basilica, the Bridge of Sighs. Dinner
at the restaurant, accommodation in the hotel in Venice.

Day 2: LAGOON ISLANDS
Breakfast at the hotel. Meeting with the guide and panoramic tour of the day in the lagoon islands, Murano, Burano and
Torcello. Visit of a glass factory in Murano. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 3 INSOLITE VENICE AND « SQUERO »
Breakfast in the hotel.
Guided tour of the day : in the morning the little-known frari district with the Church of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari
and Scuola Grande of San Rocco, famous for the Tintoretto paintings that contains.
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In the afternoon visit to a Squero, a workshop making gondolas to know this ancient art.
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: VENICE - FRANCE
Breakfast, guided tour of the Doge's Palace and its treasures. Free time, transfer by boat to Venice airport.

CHARMING VENICE
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL– LIDO DI JESOLO
Arrival in the late afternoon at Your hotel at the Lido di Jesolo, a charming seaside resort on the Adriatic coast near
Venice. Installation at the hotel. Welcome drink. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 2 : VENICE
Breakfast, departure by coach to Punta Sabbioni. Transfer by boat to the
center of Venice ; the morning will be dedicated to the discovery of the
historical and religious center with a local guide : the Basilica with splendid
mosaics, St Mark's Square with its bell tower, the Doge's Palace, the Bridge
of Sighs...
Free time in the afternoon to discover the city …in the late afternoon boat
return to Punta sabbioni and then to your hotel in Lido di Jesolo. Dinner
and overnight stay.

Day 3 : LAGOON ISLANDS
Breakfast, departure to Punta Sabbioni. Transfer by boat to Lagoon Islands : Murano renowned for its glassworks,
Burano, city of fishermen, known for its lace. Late morning arrives in Venice.
Tamps free in the afternoon for shopping or to continue your visit...
Free time in the afternoon to discover the city …in the late afternoon boat return to Punta sabbioni and then to your hotel
in Lido di Jesolo. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure to Venice Airport.

VERONA AND THE MAGIC ARENA
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival in your hotel on Lake Garda or Verona surroundings, welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : VERONA : Breakfast. In the morning excursion to Sirmione, the pearl of the
lake, visit with an official guide.
In the afternoon departure to Verona, the city of Romeo and Giulietta with its Piazza
delle Erbe, Piazza Signoria, the Arena, Mazzini Street and its shops. Visit the city with a
local guide.
Dinner at the restaurant and, after the Opera at Arena, back to the hotel and
accommodation.
Day 3: MANTUA
Breakfast. Free time in the morning. In the afternoon excursion to Mantua, Ducale city with the frescoes of the Mantegna,
and Te Palace. Continuation to Verona, where dinner is planned at the restaurant and then you will joy a Opera at
the Arena. Back to the hotel and accommodation.

Day 4 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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ENJOYING THE SEA IN LIDO DI JESOLO
7 days / 6 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival at Venice Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Lido di Jesolo.
In the late afternoon meet and greet in the hotel with a rep who will explain
you all the optional excursions that it is possible to do during your holidays
(such as Venice, Dolomites and so on.)
Welcome drink.
Dinner in the hotel and overnight stay.

From day 2 to day 6 : ENJOY THE SEA AND RELAX
Breakfast in the hotel, beach service included for all the stay and dinner in the hotel.
Free time to enjoy the sea, sun bathing and relax.
Overnight stay.

Day 7 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast in the hotel, transfer to Venice Airport and departure.

ENJOYING THE SEA IN RICCIONE (EMILIA ROMAGNA)
7 days / 6 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival at Bologna Airport and transfer to your Hotel 3* in Riccione.
In the late afternoon meet and greet in the hotel with a rep who will give you
some useful information about optional excursions...
Welcome drink.
Dinner in the hotel and overnight stay.

From day 2 to day 6 : ENJOY THE SEA AND RELAX
Breakfast in the hotel, beach service included for all the stay and dinner in the hotel.
Free time to enjoy the sea, sun bathing and relax.
Overnight stay.

Day 7 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast in the hotel, transfer to Bologna Airport and departure.
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TRIESTE AND FRIULI
5 days / 4 nights
Day 1 : TRIESTE
Arrival in the morning at VENICE airport and meeting with our guide, departure to TRIESTE.
TRIESTE is the most international city in the region, suspended between the glorious past of "Little Vienna on the Sea"
and the today of a cosmopolitan city. From the quai d'Audace to the old lantern, there are sails, antique shop windows,
shops and beautiful buildings. The elegance of the city shines through its buildings that speak with the neoclassical,
eclectic and baroque language and coexist harmoniously with the Roman ruins, the 18th century buildings and the
Habsburg style. As for its squares, the most famous is certainly Piazza Unità d'Italia, historically called Piazza Grande
The main feature of the square is its opening, on the one hand on the Gulf of Trieste and on the other hand on palaces
and public buildings of great historical importance (today the town hall, the regional council and the prefecture). Visit
the most important church of San Giusto of Trieste which sits on the hill in the dominant position on the city and the
Greek Orthodox Church of San Spiridione (building has a Greek cross plan in Byzantine style).
Continuation to the hotel, welcome drink, dinner and accommodation.

Day 2: MUGGIA - MIRAMARE
Breakfast in the hotel
Free time to admire the small fishing village of Muggia
In the afternoon visit to the "MIRAMARE" the romantic castle of Massimiliano and
Carlotta d'Asburgo
Dinner and night at the hotel.

Day 3: AQUILEIA – GRADO
Breakfast and departure for the excursion to Aquileia, important city of the Roman
Empire and then the main center of dissemination of Christianity in Northern and
Eastern Europe It has been a UNESCO site since 1998 for the importance of its
archaeological area and the beauty of mosaics Among all, the largest and most famous
is that of the Basilica of S. Maria Assunta, dating from the 4th century , but to this are
added other remnants of precious mosaics from the Roman and Paleo-Christian ages,
which make Aquileia a kind of capital of the Roman mosaic. Entrances to the Basilica
with the Crypt of frescoes, the North Aula Teodoriana (Crypte Scavi), the Baptistery
with the Chromatic Chamber (Sudhalle), the Campanile and the "Domus And
Episcopal Palace"
In the afternoon continuation to Grado
First linked to Aquileia and then to Venice, Grado retains important archaeological and paleo-Christian remains, but its
current notoriety is mainly due to its always sunny beaches, to the sea on which the blue flag has been flying for years,
Grado also houses a historic center with Venetian charm, where it is nice to get lost among the small squares and alleys,
guarded by the picturesque fishermen's houses.
Back to the Hotel in Trieste. Dinner and night

DAY 4: PALMANOVA and GORIZIA
Breakfast in the hotel and departure for the excursion to PALMANOVA the ideal city of rebirth. Built in 1593 by the
Republic of Venice, Palmanova is a fortress city preserved in extraordinary conditions. It is an ideal city model of rebirth
Departure to Gorizia, where we breathe the suspended atmosphere typical of a border town : on Piazza Transalpine, until
2004 physically divided by a wall, one walks with one foot in Italy and one in Slovenia. Back to Trieste for dinner and
night.

DAY 5: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure to Venice airport.
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TYROL AND DOLOMITES
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1: ARRIVAL
Arrival in your hotel in Tyrol. Welcome drink. Dinner and accommodation in the hotel.

Day 2: BOLZANO
Breakfast and departure to Bolzano.
Guided tour of the historic centre and entrance to the Archaeological Museum where OTZI, the famous mummy of
Similaun, is located. Back to the Hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: DOLOMITES TOURS
Breakfast and departure with your alpine guide for guided day trip in the Dolomites : Lake Carezza, Passo Pordoi, Passo
Sella, Alpe di Siusi...
Continuation of the guided tour with the Gardena Valley, Santa Cristina and Ortisei.
Back to hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 4: CALDARO
Breakfast and free time in the morning. In the afternoon departure for the excursion to Caldaro. Meeting with the guide
ofr the guided tour of the Village and the Caldaro Wine Museum. After that, tasting with 4 types of local wines, with
cheese and speck in a local winery. Back to the hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 5: BRESSANONE - NOVACELLA
Breakfast and departure for an excursion to Bressanone and Novacella. Guided tour of the city with Piazza del Duomo
and Piazza della Parrocchia. – in the afternoon continuation with the visit of the Abbazia de Novacella (entrance
included). Return to hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 6: TRENTO AND BONCONSIGLIO CASTLE
Breakfast and departure for guided tour of Trento with an official guide. Visit the historic centre, Bonconsiglio Castle
and Torre Aquila (entrance included).
Return to hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 7: MERANO AND TRAUTTMANSDORFF CASTLE
Breakfast, departure to Merano, guided tour of the famous thermal city, you pass the Passerio River to join the "Sissi"
Promenade, admire the bath building, the Wandelhalle, the theatre, entrance to the Cathedral of San Nicoli.
In the afternoon, transfer to Trauttmansdorff Castle and guided tour of its botanical garden, one of the most beautiful in
Italy.
Return to the hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 8: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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ESCAPE TO TURIN
3 days / 2 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL, TURIN AND CAR MUSEUM
Arrive in Turin, in the Afternoon visit to the Car Museum. Transfer to the
hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 2 : TURIN – ROYAL PALACE – EGYPTIAN MUSUEM
Breakfast in the hotel.
Meeting with a local guide and guided tour of the historic centre of Turin
with the Cathedral of San Giovanni, the Roman Theatre, the Church of San
Lorenzo, the Regio Theatre then entrance to the Royal Palace (including
admission) and visit the Egyptian Museum (entrance includ.) in the afternoon.
Dinner and hotel accommodation.

Day 3 : VENARIA REALE—DEPARTURE
Breakfast, meeting with the guide and transfer to Venaria Reale (entrance includ. ), guided tour of the Palace and
Gardens. Departure

ESCAPE TO TURIN AND LANGHE
3 days / 2 nights
Day 1: ARRIVAL, TURIN AND EGYPTIAN MUSEUM
Arrival in Turin. Guided tour of the historical centre with the Cathedral of San Giovanni, the Roman Theatre, the Church
of San Lorenzo, the Regio Theatre, the Royal Palace (outside) and entrance to the Egyptian Museum (entrance incl.).
Continuation to the hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 2 : LANGHE REGION
Braekfast, meeting with the guide and departure for the full day excursion
in LANGHE region, with guided tour of the medieval town of Alba with
its dome.
In the afternoon visit of Falletti Castle di Barolo, guided tour of the Castle
and the Wine Museum, tasting of 3 different types of Barolo. Continuation
to Racconigi Castle, royal residence of the Savoys. Back to Turin for dinner
and accommodation
.

Day 3 : VENARIA REALE—DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure to Venaria Reale (entrance includ.) and guided tour of the Palace and Gardens.
Departure

GENOA, THE REALLY NICE LIGURIAN CITY
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1: GENOA
Arrival in Genoa, Meeting with the guide and panoramic tour of the city : the most pleasant areas located on the hills,
Monte Carignano and its Basilica, the Port and the Passeggiata a Mare (corso Italia), the characteristic village of
Boccadasse, the "modern" centre...
Welcome drink - dinner and accommodation in your hotel 3.

Day 2: GENOA
Breakfast and guided tour of the ancient and medieval Genoa : the House of Cristoforo
Colombo, le Cloitre de Sant’Andrea, la Porte Soprana, les Murs médiévaux, l’Eglise romane de San Donato.
You continue through the heart of the "Carrugi" towards the hill di Castello, seat of the first inhabitants of pre - Roman
time, the Church of Santa Maria di Castello, the Gloria Phamphili Palace ; walking through the beautiful Via San
Lorenzo to the Old Port, the Cemetery... Dinner and accommodation in the hotel.
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Day 3: OVADA - TAGLIOLO CASTLE
Breakfast. Possibility to see the famous Aquarium. Continuation to Ovada and visit with tasting typical products at
Castello di Tagliolo.
Possibility to visit a chocolate factory in Ovada or free time in the Outlet of Serravalle Scrivia.
Dinner in a typical downtown trattoria. Overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 4: SANTA MARGHERITA LIGURE - DEPARTURE
Breakfast and free time – departure

CINQUE TERRE AND TIGULLIO GULF
5 days / 4 nights
Day 1 : VERSILIA
Arrival in your hotel in Versilia, on the coast of Tuscany in the late
afternoon. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: MONTEROSSO – PORTOVENERE
Departure after breakfast to the port of La Spezia. Meeting with a guide
for a full day excursion by boat to the "Cinque Terre". A wonderful but
little-known side that will enchant you : small islands, fishing ports and
charming villages make up the landscape that will leave you a memory.
Stop in Monterosso, the largest of the cities, then continue to Portovenere
... "Gate of Venus" ... one of the most romantic villages of the Ligurian coast with its narrow streets lined with pastelcoloured houses and the church of San Pietro, Gothic Shrine built black and white stones in the 13th century on a
promontory overlooking the sea.
Back to La Spezia and then to the hotel. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3: TIGULLIO GULF
Breakfast and departure for a day tour with a
guide to the Gulf of Tigullio ... first you see
Santa Margherita Ligure, located in a bay, a
fascinating place surrounded by lush
vegetation. Our itinerary continues with a
wonderful boat ride from Santa Margherita to
Portofino. Stop in this beautiful fishing port
that has become one of the most exclusive
seaside resorts in Italy. Continuation by boat to
Rapallo, synthesis of all the beauty, elegance
and refinement of the Ligurian coast. Back to
the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: LERICI, CARRARA
Breakfast, departure and visit of Lerici, the most important village in the eastern part of the Gulf of La Spezia, located in
the hollow of a small bay and free time to stroll. Continuation to Carrara. In the afternoon, visit Carrara and its famous
quarries, exploited for more than two thousand years for the white marble that made the city famous all over the world
with a local guide. Stop in a factory in "lardo di Colonnata" for tasting this specialty.
Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 5: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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ISOLA D’ELBA AND CINQUE TERRE
5 days / 4 nights
Day 1 : ISOLA D’ELBA
Arrival in Piombino, boarding on the boat to Isola d’Elba (1 hour ). Arrival in Portoferraio, capital of the island.
Welcome drink, dinner and accommodation in your hotel.

Day 2 : ISOLA D’ELBA
Breakfast and departure for a guided tour with a local guide of
Portoferraio, visit of Napoleon's house (entrance included). In the
afternoon free time for shopping.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 3: ISOLA D’ELBA ANDVERSILIA
Breakfast and departure with an official guide for a day
dedicated to discover the island with its
Landscapes and then continuation for the West Coast with Porto
Azzurro and Lacona. During a visit stop in a cellar for tasting
wines and local products. In the evening arrival in Portoferraio
and depart by boat to Piombino - continuation to the Versilia coast. Accommodation in the hotel, dinner and overnight
stay.

Day 4: CINQUE TERRE
Breakfast, departure to La Spezia and transfer by boat to Monterosso with stops at Portovenere and Vernazza.
Continuation to Monterosso, free time.
In the afternoon departure by boat from Monterosso to La Spezia. Back to hotel.
Typical dinner and overnight stay.

Day 5: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.

TOSCANA AND CINQUE TERRE
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : VERSILIA
Arrival in the late afternoon. Meeting with the tour leader who will stay with the group for the whole stay. Accomodation
in your Hotel 3 in Montecatini Terme. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: PISA
Breakfast in the hotel, free time in the morning. In the afternoon excursion to Pisa with a
guided tour of the city, visit of the Cathedral, the famous Leaning Tower, the Place des
Miracles, the Baptistery... Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3: FLORENCE
Breakfast, a day dedicated to the discovery of Florence, the world capital of the arts and
cradle of the Renaissance. In the morning, guided tour of the main monuments : the
Cathedral and its Square, the Baptistry at the bronze gates, Piazza signoria with the
Vecchio Palace, Santa Croce...
In the afternoon, contination with the tour leader for a visit of Florence with a walk to the
district of Ponte Vecchio - free time available. In the late aftermoon back to the hotel,
dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: LUCCA
Breakfast, free time in the morning. In the afternoon departure for an excursion to Lucca. Guided tour of the
Old town : the Cathedral with its white and green marble façade, the Church of San Michele built on an ancient Roman
Forum, lordly excesses ... Back to hotel in the late afternoon for dinner and accommodation.

Day 5: SIENNA—SAN GIMIGNANO
After breakfast, departure for an excursion to Siena and San Giminiano. In the morning guided tour of Siena with a local
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guide, Siena is a medieval town with the characteristic "ocra" colour whose heart is the famous "Piazza del Campo" and
the Cathedral . Then continuation to San Gimignano is its feudal towers.
Free time available to discover the city. Oil Tasting in a press located in that area. Back to the hotel
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 6: CINQUE TERRE
Breakfast and departure to La Spezia.
Meeing with your guide and your boat for the discovery of
Cinque Terre villages. You'll see Vernazza, Portovenere and
Monterosso.
Back to La Spezia and the to your hotel.
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 7: FLORENCE—UFFIZI MUSEUM
Breakfast, departure to Florence, guided tour of the Uffizi
Museum with a local guide.
In the afternoon free time available for shopping or free visit.
Back to the Hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 8: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.

EMILIA ROMAGNA, GASTRONOMIC TOUR
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1 : FELINO AND TORRECHIARA
Arriveal in Felino at Felino Castle. Visit of the Saucisson Museum which is located in the old kitchens of the Castle and
typical lunch.
Transfer to Torrechiara Castle, guided tour of the Castle
Transfer to your 3 star hotel in Parma region, welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : PARMA
Breakfast, guided tour of the historic centre of Parma : Farnese Theatre, Cathedral, the Baptistery, the Church of San
Giovanni Evangelista.
In the afternoon, departure to the Bassa Parmense, Busseto, visit the places of Giuseppe Verdi : the birthplace house, the
Verdi Theatre, Casa Barezzi Museum. Transfer on the banks of the Po River and typical dinner.
Back to the hotel and overnight stay.

Day 3: VISIT OF PARMESAN CHEESE , PARMA HAM AND
BALSAMIC VINEGARD
Breakfast and departure for the visit at a Caseificio of Parmigiano Reggiano
with illustration of the production secrets of the famous cheese, small tasting
and the possibility to buy the products. Then, guided tour to a factory in
Prosciutto di Parma. Visit to the formidable Reggia di Colorno and Giardino
Storico, after that you will visit an Acetaia of Aceto Balsamico Tradizionale di
Reggio Emilia (BALSAMIC VINEGARD).
Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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UMBRIA TOUR
4 days /3 nights
Day 1 : ASSISI
Arrival in Assisi, meeting with the guide and guided tour of the city of San
Francesco with his Basilica, decorated by the painters of Cimabue, Giotto and
Lorenzetti (booking and service earpieces included).
Accommodation in your hotel near the city, welcome drink, dinner and
overnight stay.

Day 2: PEROUSE—CASCADES OF MARMORE
Breakfast, departure to Perugia, guided tour of the monumental center, Place IV November with the Palace of Priori, San
Lorenzo Cathedral, the Fountain Maggiore. Continuation to the waterfalls of the Marmore, the highest in Europe, visit
with the guide and free time.
Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3: SPOLETO—TODI—DERUTA
Breakfast and departure to Spoleto, meeting with the guide and half-day guided tour of the city with the Popes Rocca.
In the afternoon guided tour of Todi and free time in Deruta, famous for its ceramics.
Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: GUBBIO
Breakfast and departure to Gubbio, guided tour of the city with its beautiful squares and medieval alleys.
Departure.

ROME, THE ETERNAL CITY
4 days / 3 nights
Day 1 : ANCIENT ROME
Arruval in Rome, meeting with your tour leader and departure for the panoramic tour of the city, guided tour with a
local guide of Ancient Rome with its remarkable monuments: the famous
Colosseum, amphitheatre inaugurated in the year 80, with its 3 classical orders
superimposed (Doric, Ionic, Corinthian), masterpiece of ancient architecture,
view of the Roman Forums whose remains are a reflection of the twelve
centuries of history that forged Roman civilization, Constantine Arc, Circo
Maximo, Palatin.
Accommodation in a hotel in the city centre. Welcome drink, dinner and
ovenright stay.

Day 2 : VATICAN MUSEUM AND THE SISTINE CHAPEL
Breakfast and departure for the guided tour of the Vatican. Discovery of St. Peter's Basilica in Rome and St. Peter's
Square. Continuation of the visit with the Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel.
The Vatican has a total of 3 chapels and 11 museums, representing 5 galleries and about 1.400 halls : Museo Pio
Clementino, Galeries of the Candelabras, Tapestries and Geographic Cards, Raphael's Rooms and the Sistine Chapel ...
free time in the afternoon.
Dinner and overnight stay in your hotel.

Day 3 : BAROQUE ROME
Breakfast, meeting with the guide and visit of Baroque Rome : Piazza Navona with the church of St Luigi dei Francesi,
Santa Maria della Pace (outside), the Pantheon, the Fontana di Trevi....
Free time in the afternoon - Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast. Free time at your disposal
Departure.
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FLORENCE EXPRESS
3 days /2 nights
Day 1 : FLORENCE
Arrival in Florence, meeting with the tour leader and
departure to the city center, accommodation in the
reserved rooms (or just deposit of the luggages,
depending on the flight schedule).
Guided tour of Florence city center with an official guide,
including the Cathedral, the Baptistery, Brunelleschi
Cathedral, Giotto Campanile, Ponte Vecchio and
Repubblica Square.
Overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 2 : UFFIZI GALLERY
Breakfast and meeting with the guide for a guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery and its art treasures.
In the afternoon free time available to discovery the city, overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 3 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.

NAPLES EXPRESS
3 days / 2 nights
Day 1: NAPLES
Arrival in Naples, meeting with tour leader and
departure to the city centre. Guided tour including
Piazza del Plebiscito, Galleria Umberto I, the port of
Santa Lucia : beautiful view of Mount Vesuvius.
Continuation to your hotel, welcome drink, dinner and
overnight stay.

Day 2: CAPRI
Breakfast and full day excursion to Capri : transfer to the
port of Naples, meet with the guide and board on the
boat to CAPRI.
At thearrival in the port of Capri, minicars for tour of the island.
In the afternoon, visit the VILLA SAN MICHELE : built at the end of the last century, this villa with furniture of the 17th
and 18th s, whose gardens dominate the sea, offers a splendid panorama on CAPRI, Marina Grande, Mount Tiberius and
the "Faraglioni". Back to Naples by boat, dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 3: POMPEI—DEPARTURE
Departure with our coach for an excursion to POMPEI
Meeting with your guide directly at the POMPEI. The scale and variety of the landscape surrounding them provide a
grandiose and moving vision of what a Roman city of the imperial era could be.
Departure.
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ROME, SIENA AND FLORENCE
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival in your hotel in Rome, meeting with the tour leader, accommodation in the hotel. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2 : VATICAN MUSEUMS AND ST PETER BASILICA
Breakfast and departure for the full day guided tour of the city with a local guide : the Vatican, St. Peter's Basilica and
Vatican Museums. In the kater afternoon back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3 : ANTIQUE AND BAROQUE ROME
Breakfast and departure for a full day guided tour with a local guide of
Ancient Rome with the Colosseum, the Roman Forum... and visit of
Baroque Rome : Fountains, Spanish Square and Navona Square.
Back to the hotel for dinner and overnigh stay.

Day 4: TIVOLI—VILLA OF ESTE AND VILLA ADRIANA
Breakfast and departure for the excursion to Tivoli, guided tour to Villa D'Este, architectural masterpiece
Italian and garden layout in the purest mannerist style and then you will admire Villa Adriana, with the Palace of
Emperor, the baths, the theatre, the sports ensembles.
Back to the Rome for dinner and overnigh stay in your hotel.

Day 5: ROME—FLORENCE
Breakfast and departure to Florence (arrival in the afternoon).
Panoramic view of the city from Piazzale Michelangelo and then accommodation
in your hotel in Florence, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 6: FLORENCE AND UFFIZI GALLERY
After breakfast, guided tour of Florence with a local guide : the Dome of S. Maria
del Fiore, Giotto’s bell, the Baptistry, the Place de la Seigneurie, the façade of
Vecchio Palace, the Church of the Holy Cross etc…
In the afternoon, visit of the Uffizi Gallery (with earpieces), one of the most
important museums in the world.
Back to the hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 7: SIENA—SAN GIMIGNANO
Breakfast and departure for the visit of Siena and San Giminiano. In the morning guided tour of Siena with a local guide,
Sien ais the city of the characteristic "ocra" colour whose heart is the famous "Piazza del Campo" and the Cathedral.
In the early afternoon continuation to San Gimignano is its feudal towers.
Free time available to discover the city. Tasting of extra-virgin oil in a press in that area.
Back to the hotel for dinner and accommodation.

Day 8: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure
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GRAND TOUR OF ITALY
12 days / 11 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival in Montecatini Terme, appointment with the tour leader who will stay with the group for the whole stay.
Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 2: FLORENCE
Breakfast and departure to Florence.
Guided tour of the Historic Center with a local guide, the Cathedral, the Gothic Cathedral dedicated to Santa Maria del
Fiore, its couple built by Brunelleschi and whose interior decoration was entrusted to Vasari and Zuccari, Giotto’s bell,
San Giovanni’ Baptistry, with the famous bronze entrance gates, one of the oldest Romanesque monuments of Florence.
In the afternoon continuation of the guided tour with Palazzo Vecchio, located on Piazza della Signoria that is the largest
civic building in the city. The Loggia Dei Lanzi, PonteVecchio, the oldest bridge in Florence with its jewelry and
goldsmiths ' workshops, the Franciscan Basilica Santa Croce which houses countless works including the frescoes of
Giotto as well as the tombs of famous Florentines such as Michelangelo, Galileo, and Machiavelli.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel in Montecatini.

Day 3: FLORENCE
Breakfast and departure to the centre of Florence with the tour leader.
Meeting with your guidein Florence and guided tour of the Uffizi Gallery : this is the largest
Italian gallery. Free time in the afternoon in Florence, dinner and overnight stay in the hotel in Montecatini.

Day 4: ROME
Breakfast. Departure to Rome and arrival at the hotel.
Meeting with your guide and guided tour of the city - from Piazza
Venezia to the Roman Forum to the ancient Colosseum, the Roman
Forum and the Imperial Forum, monumental center of the ancient Roman
city at the time of the Republic and Empire, the Palatine, the Baths of
Caracalla. Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 5: ROME
Breakfast. Departure to San Pietro, meeting with the guide and guided
tour of the Vatican Museums and Catholic Rome: the monumental St.
Peter's Square, Bernini's masterpiece, bounded by the grandiose Arcades,
St. Peter's Basilica, the Vatican treasures and the superb Sistine Chapel. Continuation of the guided tour with the guide
And visit of San Callisto’s Chatacombs, the first official cemetery of the Church.
Then continue the guided tour of Baroque Rome : the Fontana di Trevi, one of the jewels of the Baroque, the
Spanish Square and its monumental 17th century staircase, the aristocratic and popular Navona Square.
Dinner and night in the hotel.

Jour 6 : TIVOLI / AMALFI COAST
Breakfast. Departure to Tivoli. Meeting with a local guide and guided tour
of Villa D'este, built on the site of a Roman city and boasting a lush Italian
garden, rich in century-old trees and adorned with more than 500
fountains. In the afternoon departure to the Gulf of Naples. Arrival in your
hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 7: CAPRI
Breakfast. Departure from the hotel to the port of Sorrento - boat transfer
from Sorrento to Capri. Guided tour of the island with your guide and
minibus : Capri, with its steep cliffs, pierced by numerous caves, was the
resting place of some Roman emperors who set up sumptuous villas there.
Discovery of Villa San Michele in Anacapri. Back in Sorrento by boat.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 8: VESUVE / NAPLES
Breakfast. Departure for the discovery of Vesuvius, excursion with alpine guide. Discovery of the Roman Observatory that
follows the daily life of Mount Vesuvius. Continuation to Naples. Meeting with the guide and guided tour of Piazza
Garibaldi,
Corso Umberto I, Piazza Vittoria, Castel dell'Ovo, the Imperial Palace... Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 9: AMALFI COAST
Breakfast. Departure for an excursion along one of Italy's most famous itineraries : the Amalfi Coast : Positano, with cubic
and white Moorish-looking houses, Vettica Maggiore and its view of the site and Vallone di Furore impressive cut of the
coast. Amalfi makes up a wonderful site and enjoys a very pleasant climate. Visit St Andrew's Cathedral with its imposing
bronze door.
Free time. Continuation to Atrani and Ravello, visit of Villa Rufolo, served as residence for the Popes, to Charles d'Anjou,
exceptional panorama. Back to the hotel for dinner and oervnight stay.

Day 10: ASSISI
Breakfast. Departure to Assisi, meeting with your guide in the aerly afternoon and guided tour of the city of "poverello"
and the Basilica of San Francesco, one of the pillars of Italian art by the presence of important frescoes of Giotto,
Cimabue, Martini. Accommodation in a Hotel in the surroundings of Assisi. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 11: SIENA
Breakfast. Departure to Siena. Meeting with a local guide and discovery of this city set in a landscape of hills, the public
palace example Gothic architecture, the Torre dei Mangia, the magnificent Cathedral. In the afternoon continuation
to San Gimignano, a characteristic village surrounded by a wall. The most vulnerable families built 72 towers that rival
the Torre del Comune in height. Walking from Porta San Giovanni to reach the Square of the Citerne triangular shape.
Continuation to your hotel, in the surroundings of Pisa or Montecatini. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 12: PISA
Breakfast Departure to Pisa. Meeting with a local guide and visit of Pisa, ancient maritime republic with the splendid
Place of Miracles and its monumental complex : the Dome, the Baptistery, the Leaning Tower in white marble, symbol of
the city by its peculiarity. Departure.

AMALFI COAST
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : NAPLES / SORRENTO
In the morning arrival at Naples airport. Welcome by our guide and departure to the centre of Naples.
In the afternoon, guided tour of Naples, that was the capital of the region and had, for centuries, many foreign dominations
that left their traces in the city. City tour to admire the different districts and
the main monuments : Plebiscite Square, Galleria Umberto I, the port of Santa
Lucia that offers a beautiful view of Mount Vesuvius. Continuation to the
hotel, welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: SORRENTO
Breakfast, meeting with the guide and departure to Sorrento centre.
Visit of the Museum Correale Terranova (entrance incl). It is an 18th century
villa, surrounded by a beautiful garden where many palm trees and citrus
fruits create a magical atmosphere where beauty and art meet with a look
towards the Sorrentine coast. The museum is composed of three floors with more than 24 rooms and has a large collection
of different manufactures, works of art, porcelain, furniture and paintings. Continuation of Sorrento's visit.
In the afternoon, excursion in the hills of Sorrento to join an agritourism : walking and tasting of mozzarella and
demonstration of its preparation. Tasting of local products such as oil, jam, limoncello and other liqueurs of local
production. Back to Sorrento, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3: CAPRI / ANACAPRI
Breakfast and excursion to Capri. Departure to the port of Sorrento where you will find the guide and departure by public
boat to Capri. At the arrival of Capri port you will take a minibus do join a tour of the island to visit Capri and also
Anacapri.
In the afternoon, visit of villa San Michele (entrance included) The gardens offer panoramic views of the city of Capri, its
marina, the Sorrentine peninsula and Mount Vesuvius. The villa and its park are located at the top of the Phoenician stairs,
at an altitude of 327 metres.
The villa offers a splendid panorama of Capri, Marina Grande, Mount Tiberius and the Faraglioni. Back to Sorrento by
boat, continuation to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 4: GRAGNANO / VESUVE
Breakfast and departure with your guide to Gragnano, known all over the world as
the city of "pates". Visit of a pate factory where you can appreciate the way it is
produced the real "artigianale" pate of Gragnano, step by step, with the explanations
of the different passages
In the afternoon, excursion to Vesuve : we start the ascent of this famous volcano
and arrive up to the car park, at 1.000 meters altitude. From there you can admire a
magnificent panorama. Continuation of the ascent, on foot this time, to reach the crater (about 30 min. walk), here we
will meet the guide of volcanology (entrance incl). Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 5: AMALFI COAST
Breakfast and departure to AMALFI with your guide. The road follows the most beautiful coast in Italy. On the road,
discovery of Positano, with white and cubic houses with Moorish appearances, passage in front of Vettica Maggiore and
its view of the site, Vallone Di Furore (the gorge of fury) impressive cuts on the coast.
Visit of AMALFI : Visit St Andrew's Cathedral (Cathedral of the Republic for the Neapolitans) and the Cloister of
Paradise. Small free time, to walk in the alleys Genova and Capuano, lively center of the city where balconies and
flowery niches make it a picturesque place. Continuation to Atrani, a pleasant village of fishermen and then you will
arrive in Ravello.
Guided tour of the historic centre of Ravello and Villa Rufolo (entrance included). You can enjoy the Cathedral that
preserves a 13th century bell tower by entering through a beautiful bronze door, its magnificent mosaic-covered pulpit,
its small inner chapel. Then you will discover the Villa Rufolo. Built in the 13th century and which served as the
residence of several popes (splendid panorama from the terraces). Back to the hotel, typical dinner and overnight stay.

Day 6 : ERCOLANO / SALERNO
Breakfast and departure with your guide to Salerno. Guided tour
of the city including the Cathedral, Porta Nuova, Piazza Gioia,
Largo Campo with the wonderful fountain and Genovesi Palace.
Time for a nice walking on the promenade.
Departure to ERCOLANO founded after tradition, by Hercules,
this Roman city was buried by mud during the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius in 79 AD Discovery of the famous excavations of the city.
Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 7: NAPLES / POMPEI
Breakfast and day dedicated at the discovery of Naples. Guided tour of the city with the Monumental Center : Maschio
Angioino (Castel nuovo), built by the architects of Charles I of Anjou on the model of the Château d'Angers. The 17th
century Royal Palace, inhabited by kings from the 18th century on... Then you continue to Pompei and visit in the afternoon
of the famous Excavations with the discovery of the ancient Roman city buried by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79
AD. Pompeii is a vital document on the life of antiquity.
Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 8: DEPARTURE
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure.
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TOUR OF NAPLES, CAPRI, POMPEI AND APULIA
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1: ARRIVAL - NAPLES
Arrive at Naples airport, meeting with the tour leader and departute to the city centre. Guided tour of the historical
centre and city tower to admire the various districts and main monuments : Vomero district, panoramic view, Plebiscite
Square, the Umberto I Gallery, the port of Santa Lucia here offers a beautiful view of Vesuvius. In the afternoon, guided
tours of the Archaeological Museum.Accomodation in your hotel in Sorrento area, welcome drink, dinner and overnight
stay.
Day 2: CAPRI / ANACAPRI
Breakfast, day dedicated at a Full Day excursion to Capri.
Departure to the port of Sorrento. There you will meet the guide
and depart by boat to Capri.
At the arrival in Capri, you will take a minibus to join a tour of
the island, including a visit of Villa San Michele. The villa offers a
stunning panorama of Capri, Marina Grande, Mount Tiberius
and the "Faraglioni". Back to Sorrento by boat, and then to the
hotel, dinner and overnight stay.
DAY 3: CASTEL DEL MONTE - TRANI
Breakfast and departure to CASTEL DEL MONTE, the crown of Puglia in the shape of a giant prism. Splendid blond
stone building, it stands on a height and is one of the many ch'theaux built by Frederick II, the Emperor B'tsseur, guided
tour. Departure to the Adriatic and stop at the seaside resort of TRANI, guided tour with entrance in the Castle, its small
port with blue boats and ochre and white houses is one of the most picturesque places. Dinner and overnight stay in the
Hotel located in Gargano / Barletta area.
DAY 4: BARI - POLIGNANO A MARE
Breakfast and departure for a guided tours of BARI. The old town evokes the East, a tight city whose narrow alleys
strangled between the small cube houses protect from both the cold and the hot, in the shadow of the great basilica
where St Nicholas rests.
Oil tasting and lunch/tasting of local products. Continuation by coach to Polignano a Mare, one of the most
characteristic villages in Italy, visits from the Transfer Centre to the hotel region Valle d'Itria. Dinner and overnight stay
in the hotel.
DAY 5: CASTELLANA CAVES - ALBEROBELLO - OSTUNI
Breakfast and departure from the hotel to the Caves of Castellana. Entrance and guided tour of the caves of
CASTELLANA, the result of groundwater work. Of exceptional beauty, they have re'a evocative names : the owl, the
snake corridor (500 minutes walk for the first course). Departure to Alberobello, the capital of Trulli, symbol of the
region. Visit the Monti Quarter (Unesco World Heritage), Trullo Church, trullo Wei and so many other dazzling and
unique views of this city. In the afternoon visits of Ostuni : the white villa. Entrance in the Cathedral. Back to the hotel
for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 6: LECCE and GALLIPOLI
Breakfast and departure for the visit of the historic center of Lecce, with the most significant monuments of the local
Baroque : St Oronzo Square, the Church of St Matteo, the Rosary, the
great square -"Duomo" ... In the afternoon continuation towards
Gallipoli, visits with the escort. Back to the hotel, dinner and
accommodation. overnight stay.

DAY 7: TARANTO - MATERA
Breakfast and departure to TARANTO. Heir to the divided colony,
she presents herself under the form of an e. The old town with its
medieval charm remained intact offers beautiful architectural
treasures. Guided tour of the 11th century Cathedral, the castle, the
national museum (entrance). Continuation to MATERA, in a region that remained long in the movement of
Constantinople and discovery of the Sassi (pebbles), singular troglodytic habitat. Back to the hotel for dinner and
accommodation.

Day 8 : POMPEI - DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure to Pompei, visit of its archaeological excavations with your guide. Departure.
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APULIA CLASSICAL TOUR
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrival at Bari airport, meeting with the tour leader and departure to your hotel in Gargano region, welcomr drink, dinner
and overnight stay.

Day 2: MONTE SANT’ANGELO - VIESTE - MANFREDONIA
Breakfast and departure to visit Monte Sant' Angelo, the former Bourg de la
Grotte de l'Archangel, already a place of pilgrimage at the time of the
Crusades. Continuation for the visit of Vieste with its Cathedral Santa Maria
di Merino and the rocky promontory of Punta San Francesco. Continuation
to Manfredonia : visit of the old village, with entrance to the church of Santa
Maria de Siponto. Back to the hotel for dinner and accommodation in
Gargano / Manfredonia.

Day 3: TRANI - CASTEL DEL MONTE - BARI
Breakfast, departure to the Adriatic coast and stop at the seaside resort of TRANI, guided tour with entrance in the Castle:
renowned with many charms... its small port with blue boats and ochre and white houses is one of the most picturesque
places. Free time to enjoy the site.
Continuation to CASTEL DEL MONTE, the crown of Pouille in a giant prism form. Splendid blond stone building, it
stands on a height and is one of the many castles built by Frederick II, the Emperor B'tsseur, guided tour.
Oil tasting. In the afternoon you will return to the cete towards BARI. The old town evokes the Orient, a tight city whose
narrow alleys strangled between the small cube houses protect from both the cold and the hot, in the shadow of the great
basilica where St Nicholas rests. Guided tours of this elegant city. Transfer to the hotel in the area of alle d'Itria, welcome
drink, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: CASTELLANA CAVES - MARTINA FRANCA - CISTERNINO
Breakfast and departure for a guided tour of the caves of CASTELLANA, the result of groundwater work. Of exceptional
beauty, they have re'u evocative names : the owl, the snake corridor (500 minutes walk for the first course). Continuation
to Martina Franca, a beautiful little baroque town, considered the capital of the Itria Valley. Martina Franca is famous for
its noble palaces and churches finely decorated in white stone, very similar to the stone of Lecce. Then you will reach
Cisternino, another charming little town in the Itria Valley. The guided tour of this road will take you through a historic
center characterized by stairs, steps, narrow alleys, arches, flowery balconies and relational spaces where the private sector
crosses the private sector with the public. Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 5: ALBEROBELLO – OSTUNI
Breakfast and departure to Alberobello, the capital of Trulli, symbol of the
region. Visit the Monti Quarter (UNESCO World Heritage), the Trullo Church,
the Siamoi trullo and so many other dazzling and unique views of this city.
Lunch at the restaurant. Continuation of the visit with the old village of Ostuni,
the white city : this one develops on a hill surrounded by hectares of centuriesold olive trees. Entrance to the Cathedral. Back to the hotel, dinner and
overnight stay

Day 6: LECCE AND GALLIPOLI
Breakfast and departure for a visit to the historic centre of Lecce. Visit the most significant monuments of the local Baroque
: St Oronzo Square, the Church of St Matteo, the Rosary, the great square "Duomo" ... In the afternoon continuation to
Gallipoli, visit with the tour leader. Return to the hotel, dinner and accommodation. Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight
stay

Day 7: TARANTO - MATERA
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to TARANTO. Heir to the Spartan colony, it comes in the form of an island and was one
of the richest cities in Greater Greece. The old town with its medieval charm, which has remained intact, offers beautiful
architectural treasures. Guided tour of the 11th century Cathedral, the castle, the national museum (entrance incl.).
Continuation to MATERA, in a region that remained long in the movement of Constantinople and discovery of the Sassi
(pebbles), singular troglodytic habitat. Back to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay

Day 8: DEPARTURE
Breakfast. Departure.
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SOUTH ITALY CHARM : CAMPANIA AND CALABRIA
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL
Arrived in Naples, meeting with your guide and departure to Naples. Walking tour of the old city of Naples to discover
the most beautiful places of the parthenoean city : Place du Plébiscite, the Royal Palace, Umberto I Gallery and the Theatre
San Carlo. Continuation to Cosenza, welcome drink, diner and accommodation in your hotel in Cosenza area.

Day 2: PAOLA - COSENZA
Breakfast and departure for a guided tour of Paola, a town famous thanks to the presence of the sanctuary of St. Francis of
Paola, whose origins date back to 1435 lunch during the excursion. In the afternoon guided tour to Cosenza. Back to the
hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3: SCILLA - REGGIO CALABRIA
Breakfast. A panoramic visit with the tour leader to Scilla, a former fishing village
dominated by the Ruffo family castle. In the afternoon departure to Reggio Calabria,
meeting with the guide and visit of the National Archaeological Museum of Great
Greece of remarkable interest thanks to the prehistoric and archaeological collections
it contains and especially for its famous Bronzes of Riace, which represent two warriors
dating from the 5th century a. J.C. Dinner and accommodation in a hotel in REGGIO
CALABRIA area.

Day 4: GERACE STILO BRIATICO
Breakfast and departure to Gerace, an ancient medieval village that still retains traces of the ancient Greek city. Visit one
of the many ceramic laboratories, to admire the art of skilled master ceramicists. At the end continuation to Stilo,
meeting with the guide and visit the historical centre, rich in churches, monuments and the Cathedral called "Catholic", a
unique example of Byzantine art. In the evening accommodation in the hotel in the surroundings of Briatico, Capo
Vaticano or Tropea ; dinner and overnight stay.

Day 5 : TROPEA, PIZZO CALABRO and COSENZA
Breakfast and panoramic tour with the tour leader in Tropea, a
natural balcony overlooking the sea.
In the afternoon departure to Pizzo Calabro, a charming town
where, according to tradition, Ulysses even stayed there. A
panoramic walking with the tour leader and a visit to the
amazing little church of Piedigrotta, that has been completely
dug into a tuff cave by some sailors from Naples, who escaped
the shipwreck. In the evening arrived in Cosenza area; dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 6: CERTOSA OF PADULA- NAPLES
Breakfast and departure to the Certosa of Padula, entrance and guided tour.
Continuation to Naples, accommodation in a hotel in that area, dinner and
overnight stay.

DAY 7: AMALFITAINE RATING
Breakfast and departure to Positano, stop at the panoramic point "Belvedere"
for beautiful views of the city. Continuation to AMALFI. The road follows
the most beautiful coast in Italy. Visit st Andrew's Cathedral (Cathedral of
the Republic for the Neapolitans) founded in the 9th century, enlarged in the 10th and 13th, especially its bronze door
and inside, Baroque style, two ancient columns, two candelabra and two ambons of the 12th. Then through the atrium
we enter the cloister of Paradise, built in 1268, the Basilica of the Crucifix (nineteenth S) where is located part of the
treasure of the cathedral and the crypt St Andrew. Continuation to Ravello.
Ravello is a small town about 30 minutes from Maiori, located "between sky and sea"; the city clings to the steep slopes
of Dragon Hill. Guided tour of the historic centre of Ravello and Villa Rufolo (including entrance) Built in the 13th
century and which served as the residence of several popes (splendid panorama from the terraces). Back to the hotel for
dinner and overnight stay.

Day 8 : DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure.
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SICILY
8 days / 7 nights
Day 1 : PALERMO
Arrival, welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay in the hotel in Palermo.

Day 2: PALERMO—MONREALE
Breakfast and visit of the Sicilian capital, one of the most beautiful cities on the island, rich in history and arts. You will
see the Cathedral, the Palace of the Normans with the famous Palatine Chapel, the Fountain of Pretoria Square. You will
continue with the visit of Monreale, with its wonderful Cathedral of Arab and Norman origins : it has been defined as
the eighth wonder of the whole world. You will have the opportunity to visit the Cloister too.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 3: CEFALU’—BAGHERIA
After breakfast, you will leave Palermo to visit Cefalù, a picturesque little town at the foot of a high and imposing rock.
The famous village is rich with small alleys and wonderful panoramas of the sea ; you can also admire the ancient
Cathedral, one of the most beautiful churches of the Norman period in Sicily and the Mandralisca Museum.
In the afternoon we will continue with the visit of Bagheria where is located the Villa Palagonia built from 1705 is one of
the very first examples of the Sicilian Baroque.
However, his notoriety with the public comes mainly from the statues of human-figured monsters that adorn his garden
and earned him the nickname "Villa of Monsters".
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 4: SEGESTE—ERICE—SELINUNTE
After breakfast departure to Segeste, to see the suggestive Temple called "Solitaire", in Doric style, one of the most
beautiful and best preserved since ancient times.
Continue to the pretty medieval village of Erice, which is at the top of Mount San Giuliano.
In the afternoon, you will visit Senunte, where, fallen into a charming landscape, close to an African sea, you can walk
among the ruins of the ancient Greek city, located in the largest archaeological park of the Mediterranean. Then you'll go
to Agrigento. Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel in Agrigento area.

Day 5: AGRIGENTO—PIAZZA ARMERINA
After breakfast, departure to Agrigento for the visit of the Valleys of
the Temples where the remains of Akragas, (defined by Pindare "the
most beautiful city of mortals") arise among hundreds of almond trees.
You can admire the Temple of Hera and touch its shell stone columns,
then admire the Temple of Concorde and all the other Temples. Then
you will visit the Roman Villa of The Casale, with 3,500 square meters
of polychrome mosaics that show hunting and leisure scenes,
mythological and historical episodes. Dinner and accommodation in a
Hotel near Acireale/Giardini Naxos.

Day 6: SIRACUSA
Breakfast and departure for the visit of Syracuse, a white stone city : the walls of Dionigi, the Ear of Dionisio, the largest
Greek Theatre in Sicily, the Latomies of Paradise, the Cathedral and the island of Ortigia.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 7: ETNA—TAORMINA
Breakfast and departure to Mount Etna, the highest active volcano in Europe (3,370 meters). Climb up to 2000 meters to
admire a wonderful panorama of the whole sicily and continue towards the Silvestri Mountains, small volcanic cones
extinguished. In the afternoon visit of Taormina, the historical pearl of Sicilian tourism, we will visit the Greco-Roman
Theatre, the Palazzo Corvaja, the Cathedral and we will have free time to walk along the course and appreciate the
products of the island's handcrafts : precious lace, coral jewelry, iron and ceramic manufactured products, cakes etc.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 8: CATANIA
After breakfast at the hotel you will visit Catania where you can visit the imposing Baroque Cathedral and interesting
historical center with the beautiful Street Etna, the baroque street of Crociferi and the square of the Dome with the stone
elephant called "Liotru" which is the symbol of the city. Free time for shopping, or for walking and visiting the Greek
Theatre, the Massimo Bellini Theatre dedicated to the great composer, the University and the Palace of the Prince of
Biscari. Departure to Catania airport.
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SARDINIA TOUR
7 days / 6 nights
Day 1 : ARRIVAL - ALGHERO
Arrival at Alghero airport. Meeting with your guide who will stay with the group
during the entire stay and departure to your hotel. Welcome
drink, dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 2: CAPO CACCIA—PALMAVERA
Breakfast, morning excursion to Capo Caccia.
Optional visit to The Grotta di Nettuno and the village of Palmavera.
In the afternoon visit of Alghero : the Cathedral, the
Piazza Civica, the Church and Cloister of San Francesco, the strongholds
Spanish. Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 3: NUORO—ORGOSOLO
Breakfast and departure to Nuoro : tour of the city and the Costume Museum.
Continuation to Orgosolo and typical lunch with shepherds in the woods of Pratobello (drinks
included in this meal). In the afternoon, a short walking to see the Murals for which the Country is
and back to Nuoro area. Accommodation in reserved rooms, dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 4: CALA LUNA—COSTA SMERALDA
Breakfast and departure to Cala Luna. Visit the Caves of Bue Marino. Packet lunch
prepared by the hotel and in the afternoon continuation to the northeast coast .
Arrival in the hotel in Costa Smeralda - dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 5: MADDALENA—COSTA SMERALDA
Breakfast. In the morning departure to Palau and boarding the ferry to La Maddalena.
Visit the village and the house/museum of G. Garabaldi in Caprera.
Back to the hotel. In the afternoon excursion in Costa Smeralda and visit localities Porto Cervo, Cala di Volpe, Capriccioli
and Baja Sardinia. Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 6: BERCHIDDA—ALGHERO
Breakfast and departure to Berchidda - visit the museum of wine and the art of confectionery.
Tasting and continuation to Alghero, dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.

Day 7: ALGHERO—FRANCE
Breakfast and departure.
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GRAND PRIX F1 MONZA
3 days / 2 nights

Day 1 : ARRIVAL—MONZA
Arrival and accommodation in your hotel in Milan surroundings.
Continuation to Monza circuit. You will attend the Free Practice of the Grand Prix in the circular zone (Prato).
Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: MONZA
Breakfast and departure to Monza circuit. You will attend the Qualifying Tests of the Grand Prix in the circular zone
(Prato). Back to your hotel. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3: MONZA—FRANCE
Breakfast, departure.

GRAND PRIX F1 MONZA
3 days / 2 nights

Day 1 : ARRIVAL—MONZA
Arrival and accommodation in your hotel in Milan surroundings.
Continuation to Monza circuit. You will attend the Free Practice of the Grand Prix in the circular zone (Prato).
Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: MONZA
Breakfast and departure to Monza circuit. You will attend the Qualifying Tests of the Grand Prix in the circular zone
(Prato). Back to your hotel. Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 3: DEPARTURE
Breakfast and departure to Monza circuit.
You will attend the Italian Grand Prix in the circular zone (Prato).
Departure.

We also have many interesting proposals for your sport groups :
football, rugby and so on..
Just contact us !
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GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS :
The contract of confirmation implicates the acceptance from the client of the conditions of organization, especially what
concerning the calculation of the tariffs, the cancellation conditions and payment conditions.
RESERVATION AND PAYMENT :
The reservations will be considered confirmed at the received of the deposit of 25% on the total amount.
A deposit of 70% on the invoice total will be requested at the received of the final rooming list of the group.
Ticket to Ride Travel needs to receive the balance maximum 15 days before the arrival of the group.
CANCELLATION—INTERRUPTION OF THE TRIP :
In case of cancellation of the trip Ticket to Ride Travel will apply the following penalties, plus the costs taken for the
cancellation of the services already booked :
25% of the total amount for cancellations till 30 days before the arrival
50% of the total amount for cancellations till 14 days before the arrival
75% of the total amount for cancellation till 03 days before the arrival
No refund will be given after that date or for interruption of the trip.
CANCELLATION WITHOUT PENALTIES :
The clients can recede the contract without any penalties in the following cases : increase of the price more of 10%,
modification of the contract from Ticket to Ride Travel (the client has to confirm or refund the proposition of
modification of the contract asked from Ticket to Ride, within 2 days of the receipt of it). In case of refund the client has
the right to receive back the amont given or benefit of another tourist package of same level.
CANCELLATION FROM THE AGENCY TICKET TO RIDE :
Ticket to Ride Travel reserves the right to cancel the trip in case of major force, war, troubles, strikes and refusal or recess
of the right of landing and boarding etc…
In this case the deposit will be refund completely. There will be not any additional refusal.
MODIFICATIONS :
Ticket to Ride Travel can change the hotels/resort of the stay with another one of the same level due to organization
reasons.
COMPLAINTS :
Every complaints concerning the not execution of the contract have to be communicated as soon as possible to permit to
Ticket to Ride to intervene and put right. Client has to send its complaint within 10 days of the end of the stay, (by record
letter with confirmation of receipt).
PRICES :
The prices in the brochure have been calculted according to the economic conditions in force on 1st september 2017.
In case of modification of the taxes or the tariffs the clients will be informed about it. The local « tourist tax » is not
included and has to be paid locally by clients if requested.
COMPETENT COURT :
For eventual disputes or arguments, the court competent will be the court of Brescia.
Permission of practice SCIA 0153544713
Insurance Europe Assistance— policy number 9109553
Ticket to Ride Travel srl
Via Gramsci n° 16—Padenghe sul Garda (BS)
P.IVA 03530570989
Tel 0039 (0)30 9900497 / 567—fax 0039 (0)30 9903604
Mail : info@tickettoride.it PEC : tickettoridesrl@legalmail.it
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GROUP RATES PER PERSON, WITHOUT COACH, WITH MINIMUM 30 PAYING
PERSONS
DISCOVERNING LAKE GARDA
LAKE GARDA WONDERS
GARDENS AND FLAVOURS OF LAKE GARDA
HIKING ON LAKE GARDA
HIKING ON LAKE MAGGIORE
HIKING IN CINQUE TERRE
DISCOVERING LAKE GARDA BY BIKE
FROM LAKE GARDA TO VENICE
ITALIAN LAKES : GARDA, COMO AND MAGGIORE
COMBINED TOURS OF THE NORTH
THE CLASSIC SPLENDOUR OF THE LAKES
LAKE MAGGIORE AND CENTO VALLI TRAIN
LAKE MGGIORE AND ITS GARDENS
LAKE MAGGIORE – WALSER TRADITION AND GOLDEN MINE
LAKE COMO SHORES AND BERNINA EXPRESS
LAKE ISEO AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
GOURMET LAKE GARDA WITH BERGAMO AND BRESCIA
THE CHARM OF VENETIAN CARNIVAL MASKS
ESCAPE TO VENICE 3 DAYS
ESCAPE TO VENICE 4 DAYS
CHARMING VENICE
VERONA AND THE MAGIC ARENA
ENJOYING THE SEA IN LIDO DI JESOLO
ENJOYING THE SEA IN RICCIONE
TRIESTE AND FRIULI
TYROL AND DOLOMITES
ESCAPE TO TURIN
ESCAPE TO TURIN AND LANGHE
GENOA, THE REALLY NICE LIGURIAN CITY
CINQUE TERRE AND TIGULLIO GULF
ISOLA D’ELBA AND CINQUE TERRE
TOSCANA AND CINQUE TERRE
EMILIA AND GASTRONOMIC TOUR
UMBRIA TOUR
ROMA, THE ETERNAL CITY
FLORENCE EXPRESS
NAPLES EXPRESS
ROMA, SIENA AND FLORENCE
GRAND TOUR OF ITALY
AMALFI COAST
TOUR OF NAPLES, CAPRI, POMPEI AND APULIA
APULIA CLASSICAL TOUR
SOUTH ITALY CHARM : CAMPANIA AND CALABRIA
SICILY
SARDINIA TOUR
GRAND PRIX MONZA
GRAND PRIX MONZA
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from euro 165,00 p.p.
from euro 205,00 p.p.
from euro 365,00 p.p.
from euro 390,00 p.p.
from euro 430,00 p.p.
from euro 590,00 p.p.
from euro 470,00 p.p.
from euro 390,00 p.p.
from euro 285,00 p.p.
from euro 690,00 p.p.
from euro 725,00 p.p.
from euro 255,00 p.p.
from euro 245,00 p.p.
from euro 350,00 p.p.
from euro 295,00 p.p.
from euro 185,00 p.p.
from euro 240,00 p.p.
from euro 160,00 p.p.
from euro 270,00 p.p.
from euro 375,00 p.p.
from euro 150,00 p.p.
from euro 250,00 p.p.
from euro 665,00 p.p.
from euro 745,00 p.p.
from euro 310,00 p.p.
from euro 480,00 p.p.
from euro 220,00 p.p.
from euro 200,00 p.p.
from euro 215,00 p.p.
from euro 245,00 p.p.
from euro 255,00 p.p.
from euro 400,00 p.p.
from euro 305,00 p.p.
from euro 190,00 p.p.
from euro 300,00 p.p.
from euro 160,00 p.p.
from euro 200,00 p.p.
from euro 545,00 p.p.
from euro 775,00 p.p.
from euro 690,00 p.p.
from euro 585,00 p.p.
from euro 610,00 p.p.
from euro 890,00 p.p.
from euro 550,00 p.p.
from euro 555,00 p.p.
from euro 345,00 p.p.
from euro 410,00 p.p.

The rates are not valid in Festivity periods.
Accommodation in Hotel 3 *, just contact us for further details or requests.
The tax stay is not included and it is to pay locally.
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Via Gramsci, 16 - 25080 Padenghe s/G. (BS) - ITALY
Tel. +39 030 9900567 / +39 030 9900497
Fax +39 030 9903604
E-mail: info@tickettoride.it - www.tickettoride.it
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